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Roads May Bring Test Case to Police Segents and Rural Guards
Are Shot and Killed on Streets
Determine the Legal Validity
by the Revolutionists.
of the New law.

In
A

view of Plnar del Rio, principal city of the province of that name. The

revolutions, are aimlna to capture

It.

Alabama Official Vote Will Be Woman In New York Almost Cut
Needed For Lieutenant GovInto Alincemeat-H- er
Parernor and Chief Justice.
amour Suspected,
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Washington. D. C, Aug. 28. The
Railroad Rate law, which was approved by President Roosevelt on
June 29, went Into effect today. Although the railroads have been granted an extension of time for the enforcement of some of the provisions
of the law, the companies have found
It quite convenient to enforce the provision which prohibits the Issuing of
free passes and terminates the valid
ity of the already Issued. After today the railroads will refuse to acknowledge the validity of passes over
any of their lines.
ihe railroads have raised a great
many oljectlons to some of the provisions of the new law and if all their
demands for changes in the law, or at
of
least, temporary
certain provisions should be granted
it would have the conditions practically as they were before the rate law
was passed. The only feature which
the railroads were prompt to accept
was the pass feature. As the passes
Issued by the railroad companies are
usually Issued on January 1, and are
supposed to be valid until the end of
the year, It was believed that the law
against passes would not be enforced
until January 1 of next year. But the
abolition of passes meant money Into
the pockets of the railroads, and, for
for that reason they could not see any
good reason to delay the enforcement
of that feature. At the same time,
some of the western railroads pre
tend that they are opposed to this
particular feature, giving as their rea
son, that under the new law It will
be Impossible for them to Issue passes
to land agents and prospective buyers In the sparsely settled districts
of the west, and the natural result
would be great delay In the settling
of these districts.
The enforcement of the new law
will undoubtedly lead to a large number of complaints and law suits start
ed for the purpose of testing the val
idity of certain provisions of the law.
Many such complaints are already in
the hands of the Interstate Commerce
Commission and will be considered
with the greatest possible speed.
Many of these complaints Involve demands for the lowering of rata
charges, and these will be taken up
and disposed of first. The Pennsylvania railroad will probably bring the
first case to test the validity of the
law before the courts. It la understood that the first question to be
tested will be whether the Initial carrier shall be held responsible for the
damage or loss to the shipper.
STATE
FIREMEN'S CONVENTION
28. The
Hamilton, Mont., Aug.
Montana State Frenien's convention
opened here this morning with a big
parade of the local and visiting companies. It was followed by a meeting
at which the mayor welcomed the
delegates and several of the latter
made handsome responses. In the afternoon the first business meeting of
the convention will be held. The program for the convention is very Interesting and Includes many valuable
addresses and papers on topics of interest to the delegates. In the even's
ing there will be a dance at th
Pavillion. Tomorrow the delegates will drive to the Bitter Root
stock farm and on the following day
to the camp of the Anaconda Copper
Mining company, near Darby, where
the tall trees are felled and loaded
on cars to be hauled to the big saw
mill.
MONTANA

Fir-nien-

FOURTH CLASS
POSTMASTERS IN SESSION
Des Moines, la., Aug. 28. The Iowa
Slule league of Postmasters of the
Fourth Class opened here this morning with an experience meeting in
which many interesting
in
matters
connection with the postal service
were discussed.
The first business
meeting will be held In the afternoon.
Postmaster John McKay, Sr., of this
city, will welcome the members, and
the presideut of the league will deliver his annual address. Many interesting papers, referring to the varluus
features of the postal service in the
fourth class offices will be delivered.
The convention will last two days.
Tomorrow afternoon the postmasters
will l.e entertained at the state fair.
IOWA'S

WISCONSIN
UNDERTAKERS
HOLD ANNUAL CONVENTION
Milwaukee, Wis., Aug. 28. The annual convention of the Wisconsin

Funeral Directors' and Kmbalmers'
association, which will open at the
Sheridan Guard armory in the Pabst
theater this afternoon, marks the anniversary of the founding of the organization tweniy-tiv- e
years ago. The
convention will last three days. This
evening the Commercial chili will entertain the delegates and members at
Wonderland, while tomorrow' ninht
the luauufacnirers of bedding and
mattresses will give a banquet to the
delegates. Tlie annual banquet of the
orguiilutiitu, followed by a dance, will
bo held on the night of the closing
day.

Aug. 28. Police and troops
today surrouuded a lodging house on
Stollvia street where bombs had been
discovered. Revolutionists on the Inside fired with rifles from the windows
on the attacking party and also threw
a bomb, when the troops riddled toe
house with bullets, killing or wounding all the Inmates. Two men and a
woman were killed. At another place
in the suburbs a Lettish student was
killed and several were wounded
while resisttng arrest.
Riga,

STILL

I

PREPARING

More Troops Being Enlisted

GENTRY BURNED
OUT BY PEASANTS
Ahktiaka, Aug. 28. Many minor
Havana, Aug. 28. Acting Secretary
houses In this vicinity have been set of the Interior Montalvo today direct
on fire by peasants and are burning.
ed tne men or Koflrequiz, commander
of the rural guards, to continue the
SOLDIERS AND POLICE
enlistment of recruits and to push the
HAVE NO PROTECTION pursuit of the Insurgents in all direcITsnkova Auir. 28. Trn nnllna pr. tions. Colonel Valle, who commanded
bents and a number of rural guards a detachment of rural guards and volwere snot and killed on the street unteers, engaged In fights with the Insurgent near Cienfuegos, reported tohere today by the revolutionists.
day that the insurgeutu were completely routed, leaving many killed on
CLOTHIER WINS FINALS
IN TENNIS TOURNAMENT the field.
'Newport, Aug. 28. Wm. J. Clothier
of Philadelphia defeated Karl Behr of CHILDREN'S CARNIVAL
New York In the finals today of the
AT ASBURY PARK
all comers tournament in the nation
Asbury Park, N. J., Aug. 23. The
al lawn tennis championship, three formn". coronation of Queen Tltanla at
sets to nothing.
the Casino, this evening, will be the
opening event of the great Children's
Strike Breakers for 'Frisco.
The most
New York, Aug. 23. James carley. Carnival of this season.
a strike breaker, says In a morning extensive preparations for this car
paper thati he has contracted to break nival have been made and everything
that this year's carnival will
the street railway strike In San Fran- indicates
a larger and more brilliant scaie
cisco and that two special trains be on any
Miss
of its predecessors.
loaded with 800 strike breakers left than Doremus,
the charming daughter
Jersey City last night for San Fran- Julia
of Mayor and Mrs1. Henry M. Doremus,
cisco.
of Newark, N. J., has been selected
for the part of Queen Titania. VI, and
the ceremony of her crowning will
GLOBE
undoubtedly draw a large crowd to the
Casino this evening. The sqene will
TROTTER IS DEAD be very picturesque, as the Queen will
be surrounded by her Maids of Honor,
and the rest of her large suite. The
GRIM REAPER ENDS THE VERY ceremony will immediately follow the
REMARKABLE
LIFE OF
performance of "The LJttle Duches."
J. H. PAYNE.
evening
Tomorrow
the Queen's
be given at the Arwill
Ball
Court
H.
Payne,
J.
the armless man who cade. The Masque
Fete takes place
gave exhibitions In this city a few
years ago, died at his room lu this on Thursday evening and the Baby
on Friday afternoon. The
city this morning at 6 o'clock from Paradewill
be brought to an end with
tuberculosis, the body being turned the
water carnival on Deal Lake on
over to O. W. Strong's Sons, under- Saturday.
takers. The deceased came to Albuquerque about three weeks ago. He
was about 28 years old. His brother, MODERN WOODMEN
HAVE BIG CELEBRATION
David C. Payne, at Corslcana, Texas,
N. Y., Aug. 28. W. M.
Buffalo,
has been notified of his death and it
is quite likely the remains will be Klrkpatrlck, supervising deputy and
head camp office of the Modern Woodshipped to that city for burial.
Deprived of his arms at the age of men of America, is in this city at
3 years In a cotton gin accident, J. H. present, on a tour through the state
Payne, known the world over as the and the local camps have made elabmost marvelous of armless wonders, orate preparations for his entertainbecame through constant practice to ment. This evening there will be a
be remarkably proficient with his feet parade, and it is expected that several thousand members of the westand toes.
When Payne first camo to the local ern New York camps will be in line.
hospital he was yet able to be tip and After the parade a class of nearly
around the room, and waited on him- 1,000 will be passed through the adopself with little inconvenience to him- tion degree. Tomorrow there will be
self or the attaches to the hospital. a grand picnic at Olcott Beach. Many
He was as handy with his toes as prominent officers of the state lodge
most people are with their hands. are here and will take part in the celFrequently the nurses would see him ebration.
carve tobacco from a plug, put it In
his pipe and light a match as quickly ATLANTIC FLEET WILL SAIL
FOR THE ASIATIC STATION
as anybody could do It, performing
Washington, D. C, Aug. 28. It Is
the whole operation with his toes. He
would take a dollar from his pocket-boo- k expected that very soon alter the rewith no trouble at all, and wrote view of the Atlantic fleet by President
all his letters with his toes. He al- Roosevelt the squadron of cruizers,
ways shaved himself and did anything under Rear Admiral Brownsoti, will
else that could be done sitting down. sail for Asiatic stations by way of EuHe had traveled all over the world rope and the Suez canal. These cruizand is said to have had considerable ers are the West Virginia, Pennsylmoney at one time, but at the time of vania, Colorado and Maryland. The
his death was practically a pauper. fleet will leave New York In time to
His death ends a very remarkable life. reach Gibraltar by September 13.
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Massachusetts Men win Match.
a
Seagirt, Aug 28. A team representing the Old Guard of Massachusetts won the veteran organization 4
team match shoot today with a score 4
4

Wash.,
le1

Aug.
AIimaq

28.
;

The

merchant of this city, was found today behind a. nil a sf mr.k. In
.11..
near his home. Great gashes on his
uemu snowen tnat he nad been murder-e- d
and 'a trail of hlw iut fmn ik
alley to bloane's home. Investigation
piuvea inai ne was murdered in his
room shortlv aft or mMniht
ui.
body being loaded into a wheelbarrow
na carried inrougn the alley ana
dumped against the rocks. Sidney
Sloane, 17 years old, son of the murdered man, was taken into custody.
He confessed that he slew his father
with tan ax in the ho no of
ir.no
which he thought his father was car
rying.
WOMAN IS KILLED AND

ALMOST DISEMBOWELED

puiuoweung xc. no weapon was found
and there were row hlnn.i mart.
around the room. James Moore, the
ENGLISH ACTOR WILL
MAKE TOUR OF AMERICA woman s nusDand, was neld by the poIJverpool, Aug. 28. Bransby Will-lam- s, lice on suspicion. It was he who noone of England's best character tified the 'police of the murder.
actors, sailed today from here for the
Reminds 'of Jack the Ripper.
united States, having been engaged
for a tour exclusively in the recently
Horrible wounds found nn tha wnm.
merged vaudeville houses of the east an's body recalled the "Jack the Rip
and west. He sailed on the Cunard per- - muraers or some years ago. Inliner Caronla, and will make bis pro vestigation showed signs of a struggle
fessional deuut In America oa Sep and '.he police, concluded the woman
teruber 10, at Keith & Proctor's had been attacked in her sleep. Moore
Fifty-eighstreet theater. He will maintains he Is Innocent. The murappear In a sketch in which he gives' dered woman was a widow of the
characterizations from Dickens' . fa prisoner's brother.
After his death
mous stories. In the matter oS make' she went rapidly down the scale.
up, Mr. Williams Is said to be amaz Moore, who lived with the woman as
lngly realistic and careful of detail.
her husband, has a wife and two children living hardly a stone's throw
AND
LADIES'
HIBERNIANS
from the scene of
crime. The murAUXILIARY IN 8E8SION dered woman was the
58 years old.
,
Fall River, Mass., Aug. 28. The an
nual state convention of the Ancient GEORGIA POPULISTS TO
Order of Hibernians of Massachusetts
NOMINATE TICKET
and the annual convention of the
Atlanta, Oa., Aug. 28. The
ladles' State Auxiliary of the order, convention of the populist partystate
of
open here today. .Most of the dele- Georgia will meet
here this afternoon
gates to the two conventions arrived for the purpose
of nominating a comhere yesterday, and attended the plete state
to be voted on at
grand informal reception which was the coming ticket
fall election. The conheld yesterday evening. This even vention originally met at the
beginIng there will be a grand ball and to ning of July, but adjourned
after a
morrow evening the banquet in the few minutes to meet again today,
six
new William J. Dunn building.
days after the democratic primaries.
It was stated at the time that the conBAXTER FAMILY HOLDS
of the populist party in Georgia
FORTH IN KANSAS dition
was such that it would be unwise
Baxter Springs, Kas., Aug. 28. The to
name a ticket before the demoannual reunion of the Baxter family, cratic
primaries as a majority of the
which was held yesterday, attract
voters were opposed to the
ed an unusually large number of mem- white
bers of that large and widespread democratic machine.
family. An excellent program had
8TANDARD OIL
been prepared for the occasion. In DENIES THAT
BOUGHT DISTILLERIES
cluding addresses by a number of
New York, Aug. 28. M. F. Elliott,
prominent speakers and free vaude
general counsel for the Standard Oil
vllle entertainments.
company, denounces as absurd the report that the Standard Oil company
NINTH MINING CONGRESS TO
BE HELD IN DENVER OCT. 16. had taken steps to acquire All the
Denver, Aug. 28. The call for the principal distilleries In the United
ninth annual session of tha American States as a result of the passage of
Mining congress, to be held in Denver the denatured alcohol law by conOctober 16 ad 19 next, was issued to gress. He said that the Standard Oil
day by J. II. Richards, president, and company nag no Interest whatever In
buying distilleries.
James F. Calibreath, Jr., secretary.
tice of the supreme court.

A

street

in the city of San Luis,

twelve miles west

of Pinar del Rio, where

the lattest fighting haa occurred.
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LAND PRESIDENT GETS ACTIVE

AND SEA HAVE BEEN'

th

Roads Washed Out in Mexico In All His Correspondence the
Three Hundred Words
and Expensive Fire
In St. Paul
Observe
ALSO STORMS 0 LAKES
CAUSING HEAVY DAMAGE
El Pasu, Aug. 28 Fourteen kilometers of the Mexican Central track
were washed out Sunday near Montezuma by a cloud burst. Heavy rains
and floods all along the line to Mexico
City have greatly damaged the track
and numerous wrecks have occurred
during the past week, but no casualties are reported.

OTHOGKAPHY
BY

LAID DOWN

THE SPELLING BOARD

Oyster Bay, Aug. 28. President
Roosevelt's correspondence Is now
spelled in accordance with the recommendation of the Carnegie reform
spelling committee, of which Profess
or Brander Matthews Is chairman.
ALL DEPARTMENTS TO USE

THE SIMPLIFIED SPELLING
Washington, Aug. 28. The presi
FIRE CAUSES NEARLY A
simplified
regarding
HALF MILLION DAMAGE dent's order
spelling will be extended to all parts
St. Paul, Aug. 28. Fire which startled in the plant of the Heinz Pickle of the government, and by his dlrec
(company on the west side shortly tlon aU documents are to be printed
after midnight destroyed that plant, with the form of spelling the 300
ja lurge factory of the American Can words already adopted. A committeeof
company and a three-stor- y
tenement representing various departments
tmiiutng.
I he total loss is estimated 'the printing office has been appointed
to formulate rules for carrying out
at 355,000:
this order.
STEAMER DESTROYED BUT
St. Louis Wool Market.
PASSENGERS ALL ESCAPE
Detroit. Mich., Aug. 28. Twenty-on- e
St. Louis, Aug. 28. Wool steady.
persons, including the captain's Territory nd western mediums, 22
wife and two little children, were res- 28c;
fine,
fine medium, 17 20c;
cued early today from the burning Hfi 16c.
lt
steamer Charles A. Eddy by the
& Cleveland line steamer City
of Mackinac, off Port Salinac, In Lake ESPERANTE
STUDENTS
Huron. All of them escaped unin
sured and were brought to this city.
The Eddy was a total loss,
HOLD CONGRESS
Chicago, Aug. 2H. The storm which
swept over Lake Michigan Sunday, il
is feared, caused the death by drowning of Dr. C. F. Bigelow, Evans-onin-jurGeneva, Switzerland, Aug. 8. The
ed and C. E. Iawrence, Chicago, who
left Sagautucket, Mich., Friday for second universal Esperanto Congress
Chicago In a fifteen-foo- t
launch ami opened here, today, with a large athave not since been heard of.
tendance, representing nearly every
in
But They Are Safe,
loiter:
Dr. C. M. Bigelow, Evans-- ! civilized country. The first congress
ton. and C. E. Ijjwreiice, Chicago, who of the students of the now language
'
make the trip from
was held In August of last year, at
s
1 1
r attempted toMich.,
to Chicago In a Houlougne-su-Me- r,
Special to The Evening Citizen. 4
and was attended
s
ipposed
were
launch,
have
to
and
El t'aso, Aug. 28. One of the
'
1,500 persons, representing twenty-tw- o
by
-'
a
In
Michare
stovm.
in
been
lost
safe
r
fights ever 4
fltrcest
It was a distinct
igan City, and wi r, was received here
nationalities.
held In the southwest, took place
stating tha they had succeeded success and the increase la the numt
In the
arena a few it today
miles from this city laxt night, 4 in making a larniim; after a day and ber of delegates and of the national-die- s
a night buffeting the waves.
and was witnessed by a select
represented has been bo marked
crowd of sports, among whom 4
that evtn greater success Is predicted
were a number of doctors, law- - 4 'MEETING OF THF
for tlie present cougress, which will
vers and other professional men.
last until September 6, inclusive. Ai
badger
was
The
awarded the
the head of tho congress are l'rlnce
EXECUTIVE
COMMITTEE
an
battle after
hour's contest. '4
Koland Bonaparte, M. I.lard, vice-rectWalter O'Brien, the cattle buyer
of the University of I'arls, and tr.
for the William Karr company of
Zanieuhof. tho inventor of the lancharge
Albuquerque, bad
of the 4 4 4 4 4 4
At the opeuiug of the con4 guage.
4
6
badger, and in the scrimmage
gress great progress was reported. It
4
There will be a meeting of the
was pretty badly injured. A phy- 4 4 executive culimiilUe and ailvU- - 4 was stated that during the past year
siciau, at the ringside, promptly
an- - 4 lectured on Esperanto were delivered
4 oiy Ixiard of the twenty-sixtattended to Mr. O linen's Injuries
at the Sorbonne and at St. Cyr, the
4 niial fair association held tonight
and today he is pronounced out
4 at a n'rli k' hi the heailniiartra 'A French military academy. Tolstoi has
of danger. It is learud this afwritten a contribution to one of the
of the association in the Grant
ternoon that Mr. O'Brien will be
bulMinj; at .Manager McCanna's
Esperante journals, and many ofaide to conUnuo
his journey 4
ottiee. AM thos,. constituting the
ficers of tho German army have taken
j
home to Alhufiierqiit tins even
alxive board or committee are 4 up the Btiply of the new language. An
ing. ne should arrive tomorrow
urgen'ly requeued to be ill at- - 4 interesting program has been premorning, and his meat associates 4
ten.luiue tt.j there ate matters of 4 pared for tho congress, Including a
should ni'et him with a brass 4 4 Importance to be discussed and '4 theatrical performance In Esperante,
bund
4 and an excushm to some part of the
arte.l iiMn.
f
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
4 4 4 4
4 Alps.
i
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CINCINNATI

HOLDS

ITS NEGRO ELKS ARE HAVING

FALL FESTIVAL

TROUBLE IN ORDER

Cincinnati, O., Aug. 28. This year's
fall festival will open this afternoon
with an enormous civic and industrial parade, the like of which has
never been seen In this city. Tho city
is handsomely and profusely decorated, and everywhere flags are
In honor of the opening of the
fair. Thousands of visitors from Ohio
and tho neighboring states lire already in town and thousands more
are streaming to this city, crowdiug
the hotels and filling the streets in
the bu&iness part of the city and In
the enlghborhood of the exposition,
which will occupy part of Music hall
and of the Technical school. It will
be tho greatest exhibition of, t ho products of the middle west and of the
southeastern states ever held here.
The exhibition will last until September 22, and will undoubtedly prove a
great drawing card for the city.
Tho principal amusement feature of
tho fall festival will bo the daily pror
duct ion ut Music hall of "The Blue
Moon," a musical production which
was played In Iondon for two years
More
solid with enormous success.
than 2."u people will bo seen on the
stage ut one tim In that production,
which Is given under the management of a New York theatrical firm.
There will also be daily vaudeville
shows, a hippodrome, a circus and
many other attractions.

Brooklyn, N. Y Aug. 28. There U
trouble brewing among the officers of
the colored fraternal
organization
known as the Improved Benevolent
Order of Elks of the World, which
will open its grand lodge session here
this afternoon und there is a rumor
among the members that B. F. How
ard, the supreme Exalted Ruler of
the order, will be ousted. However
that may be, there will be an inter
esting time for somebody, whea the
grand lodge meets this afternoon. The
delegates will be welcomed by Congressman George F. Waldo, and several responses will be made. The
trouble In the order arose over a conflict between
the Supreme Exalted
Ruler and the Brooklyn lodges, and
which resulted In the suspension of
(he lodges by the Supreme Exalted
Ruler. Howard, who lives In Covington, Ky., has fixed the meeting of the
grand lodge for today, but had selected Coluuious, O., as the place. The
Brooklyn lodges, however, decided tu
hold the convention In Brooklyn, selecting Sumner hall for the place of
meetiiig, and today for the opening of
the convention. Notwithstanding the
threats of Howard they carried their
point, and now they propose to oust
Howard.

,

badger fight

Philadelphia. Aug. 2S. The Real
Estate Trust company closed its doors 4
this afternoon. It has capital and surplus of J2.9oo.0im, and deposits of
It was estab.ished in 1885 by 4
Frank K. Hippie who was vice presi- 4
dent up to uis death last. Friday. The 4
company had alKiut S,700,0ou of call 4
loans outstanding. There are rumors 4
to the tffect that Mr. Hippie's death, 4
which was assigned to cerebral hem- 4
orrhage, yas not the result of natural
causes.
Judge Audenreid in the common
pleas court today appoin'ed George H.
Karle. jr., president of the Finance
company of Pennsylvania receiver for 4
the Real Kstate Trust company.
nd
(Ution to Its deposits the companvIn bad 4
Kb.lt,7.K82 trust funds Invested' and 4
$WJ,4N3.4oo held by the
company as
eollateral trust funds.

Spokane,

bod V of Jumna

NeW York. AllZ. 28.
fm Inula
Moore was found miirHeroil curl., to
COMER GETS QUITE BIG
MAJORITY FOR GOVbKNOR day in a furnished room on Wk?st Sec- ne naa Deen Horribly
Birmingham, Aug. 28. Reorts re uuu sireei.
democratic ripped and slashea. 0,ne gash had
ceived from yesterday's
primaries show that B. B. Comer's severed the Jugular rein In the left
majority for governor will be between side of the tnroat and another al
15,000 and 2,000.
It will require an most severed the windpipe, the breast
official vote to determine the result Was badlv Slashed nnrl a Aaan kntfo
for lieutenant governor and chief Jus- thrust had ripped open the oody, dls- -
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PANY GOES TO WALL
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and President Palma Will
Make an End of It.

COUNTRY

ir TnnnT

New York, Aug. 28. The town Is
filling up with Bryan welcomers and
other excursionists and from now on
until the date of the reception dele- gatlons from all over the country will
do arriving.
Edward Ooltra, St. Louis, upon
whose yacht Iilinl Mr. and Mrs. Bryan
will be taken off the steamship at
quarantine, said yesterday that he did
not know who would be his guests
with the Bryan party aboard the Illinl.
The proposal to have Bryan spend
a part of his time before he lands at
the Battery, in the yacht, does noi
meet with favor by the Nebraska del
egation.
It Is Bald that Mayor Dahlem, Oma
ha, chairman of the delegation, said:
"We are going to meet Bryan in a
boat, and you can bet we will bring
him back if I have to lasso him myself."

CUBAN GOVERNMENT IS

saw-diiR-

or

-

t

ed

Lead and Copper.
New York, Aug. 28. Lead and
steady; unchanged.

cop-I- t,
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ALBUQUERQUE

Pharmacy

THE DRUG STORE
WHERE QUALITY

ii

ot

PRICE
M

mid-ocea- n,

HAS INVADED

THEJMES
New York's Wealthy Homes
Overcome By This Agile
and Tireless Pest.
BRYAN WEEK
IN

FREE

VfLL ABOUND

FOOD AND DRINK

Great City's Poor Suffer From
High Prices of Milk and Ice.

Supply Being

Short

Special Correspondtnce.
New
York, Aug. 28. The upper
West side is suffering from an epidemic of fleas that amounts to a positive pest. The fun of it is that the
"pesky critters" have attacked the
very territory In which our richest
d
nd mpst
citizens dwell.
and have spread themselves with all
magnificence. Along the Riverside
drive stretches a long line of splendid
residences, in which coBtly and fine
raiment is the rule and sumptuous
dinners a common occurrence, while
the beds are of down, and soft and
lender to the bodies of the slumberers"
But these beds are full of fleas, and
no matter how soft and refreshing the
beds are to the sleepers tne flea is
ubiquitous and can bite as well on
down as on sackcloth. The people on
the East side may bo scratching for
a living, but the people of Riverside
drive are scratching for a moment's
relief. As for catching the dear little
things, that is impossible, for as the
saying goes, "when you put your finger on him he isn't there." H is some
jpomfort that our rich people are making a study of the habits and characteristics of the nimble little creatures,
and by winter will be full of knowl-- 1
edge besides many reminiscences of
the fleas that have dwelt with them
with a constancy that is above reproach. People are reading up on
Egypt and trying to get some lines
upon the way the people of that distracted country endured the Insects.
Others are complaining to their landlords, but the landlords have fleas of
.their own, and all the bother they
want on their own. premises and persons. The color of the parasite is a
reddish brown. In the subway they
bave made themselves much at home,
notwithstanding It is the first subway
they ever saw. They do not seem to
trouble themselves about the discomforts of the subway, but simply cling
to the human friends they have found
and become attached to. There is no
friend so true as the flea. He never
deserts one, but digs away for softer
bits of flesh and tenderer places to
bite. One man comes forward with a
sprinkle
common
remedy simply
common table salt around the habitat
of the flea and he will flee away. The
trouble is that most people think the
fcalt man is making fun of them, and
they don't try it, but it is said that
some of those who have tried it And
it efficacious.
Wise New York Peddler.
The peddlers have formed an organization, with certain fixed rules
and orders that show they are an intelligent set of people. They are ubiquitous, and certainly in this city the
set of business men who tan find contentment in the precarious craft that
their's is, must be an extraordinary
class. The police are a continual
menace to them, and some days they
ppear to have no rest for the soles
of their feet, policemen shifting them
from
t
to another in a melancholy procession. The convention of
the New York Peddlers' Uenevolent
association passed certain rules, the
first of which prescribed that no woman, except she is a widow, shall
with a push-car- t.
It seems that
when some of the peddlers feel indisposed, they send their wives, and
these sometimes outsell their neighbors of the long beards. It Is also
prescribed that no peddler shall shunt
his wares, lent he spoil the trade of
others. This is more consideration for
others than we looked for in peddlers,
not finding it in other dealers; but it
Is a good rule, and is well observed,
us not a sound is heard from the ped
dlers in the streets from morning to
night. It is a trade to be learned,
also, as no young man Is to be allowed
to peddle until he has first learned the
trade. Only one peddler is allowed to
oue corner, the best corner being giv
en to the one giving most to the city.
The pushcart business is not aflected
by the summer exodus, as patrons in
this line do not go away to the sum
mer resorts. The association of ped
high-tone-

ono-poin-

colorto the

205 East Railroad Ave.

tions, and the treasurers express their
delight, but it Is easy to see that they
would feel very much better If they
had a few more thousand rifts, checks
with good names at the bottom and
good round figures filled In the bodies
of the checks. The campaign will be
spiritless unless they find some other
way to swell the receipts. Mr. Sherman, of the republican committee, has
gently hinted that there is no neces
sity of limiting the contribution to the
dollar, but so far nobody has taken
the hint, though doubtless many will,
when the time arrives, the psycholog
ical hour, of which we hear occasion
ally. Campaigns cost money, and
there Is no reason why solicitations
should not be made for them, and they
will be made by both parties. Speak
ers can not go up and down the land,
giving their time for nothing. They
must, be paid, and their expenses must
be paid.
This spasm of virtue to
which the public has been treated will
cost both parties dear, and the first
thing you know will be that both parties will be calling out that the people
are being deprived of their rights, in
that they are not having the gospel of
political wisdom spread before them
as in olden times.
Way to Fool Thieves.
The rich residents
of Riverside
drive who went into ihe country have
hit upon a cute device to balk the
thieves and burglars who have rioted
on that avenue, and It is said to have
entirely protcted their valuables from
disturbance. Signs appear upon many
mansions, reading "Thieves and bur
glars, take noctle; jewelry and silver
ware Is stored with a safe deposit
company." One of the first of the residences to lie thus decorated is that
of the late Joseph Kittle, at the coiner
of Riverside drive and One Hundred
street, opposite
and Twenty-secon- d
Oram s tomb. Their house has been
twice plundered within the last two
years. Other similar uigns dot the
upper West side. It is alleged that
of the hundreds of houses thus pro
tected by publicity not one has been
entered. The burglar fraternity thinks
this is an Infringement upou their
vested rights. The practice seems to
grow, and soon, next season perhaps,
the entire street will be thus protect
ed.

Poor Suffer Milk Famine.
The greatest trouble the poor people
have experienced this season is the
rise in the price of uil.k that has taken
place this week. The farmers commenced the raise on account of the
scarcity of mink and. th difficulty of
keeping the article sweet during the
hot months, ice being sarce and too
dear to be used freely. The rise will
cost the consumer a full cent a quart,
and is a real burden upon poor people
wuo want to use niilK freely, as It has
become a contestant with bread as the
staff of life. Strangely enough the
newspapers have not Indulged In their
usual howl of extortion and robbery
that they invariably use when any ar
ticle of food is concerned. It Is not
as scarce as ice really Is, but
a
great cry was raised when the price
of Ice was raised, and measures taken
to punish the dealers criminally, it
must be because it is the farmers who
start this raise. Well, it Is conceded
that there Is good reason for the ele
vation in prire, as the consumption
has for some time exceeded the pro
duction within what has been considered the available territory from
wnicn tne city could draw its supply,
wtncn has been 17a miles from the
city. K is now desired to induce
farmers within 400 miles of the city
to send the products of their cows
here, ami this will necessitate expend,
ture for ice, and hence make the real
cost of sending the milk to market
greater. The city is really growing s()
fast that cows enough can not be got
Into the fields fast enough to furnish
the milk need.. . Subways and cows
have a hard Job ahead of them in trying to keep pace with President Roos
evelt's anti-rac- e
suicide followers.
The city can not supply enough car
tracks to bring the inhabitants to and
from (heir homes mornings ami nights
and the cattle on a thousand hills are
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SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
Full Set of Teeth
Gold Crowns
Gold Filling

Painless Extracting
ALL

WORK

$6
$1.50 up
50c

ABSOLUTELY
ANTEED.

B.

fk gy

V II
.1
tjr fl
GUAR-

F. CO PP.

ROOM 12, X. T. ARMIJO BUILDING.
not enough to pour out the needed
quality of the precious fluid, which is
so much in demand among the rich
and poor.
OLD TIMER.
RELIGIOUS
SOCIETIES
HOLD JOINT CONVENTION
St. Johnsl.ury, Yt., Aug. 2S. The
seventy-thir- d

anual convention of the

I'niversallsts of Vermont and the
province of Quebec, the sixteenth annual convention of the Young People's

Christian union of Vermont and the
province of Quebec, and the twelfth
annual convention of the Woman's
L'nlversalist Mlssionar ysoclety opened yesterday and will remain in session four days, closing on Thursday.
The attendance at the three conventions is quite large and the town Is
filled with visitors. The conventions
are all held in the Universallst church
nnd the vestry connected with it.

ON FLOUR
ABOLISHED IN THE WEST
Chicago, Aug. 28. The order of the
western railroads abolishing the lower
rates for the transportation of flour
heretofore granted, went into effect
today, and after this the same rate
will be charged for the transporta
tion of flour as for the transportation
of wheat. This Is a great victory for
the Chicago millers, because it enables
them successfully to compete with the
millers at Minneapolis and other west
ern cities.
LOW RATE

LITIGATION OVER INSURANCE
ON THE PACIFIC COAST
San Francisco, Aug. 28. The pro
ceedings in the case of the Rosenthal
Shoe company against the Williams-

burg Insurance company, involving
the validity of tho earthquake clause
in insurance policies, were resumed
before Superior Judge Hebbard today.
It is expected that the two parties to
the suit will agree to accept, an informal judgment, which will permit
them to bring the case before a higher court for the purpose of establishing a test case.
PATRIOTIC ORDER SONS OF
AMERICA HOLD MEETING
Allentown, Pa., Aug. 28. The annual state camp of the Patriotic Order, Sons of America, was opened here
Informally last afternoon and will remain in session four days. The great
event of the convention will be the
parade on Wednesday. It is expected
that more than six thousand members
will be In line on that occasion. A
number of prizes will be awarded to
the various camps taking part In the
parade. The sessions of the convention will be held at the Lyric theater.
EXHIBITION
OPENS AT TORONTO
Toronto. Out.. Aug. 28. The Cawhich
nadian National exhibition,
opened
under the most favorable auspices, is the largest ever
held in this city. The number of departments
has been materially 'increased and the entries in the various cltisses are more numerous than
at any previous exhibition. The total
aggregate of premiums reaches $45,-00of which $3.",000 will be awrded
in the live stock classes.
CANADIAN

0,

Can't look well, t at well or feel well
with impure blood feeding your body.
Keep the blood pure with. Burdock's
Hlood Hitters. Eat simply, take exer-ise- i
keep clean and you will live
long.

And many other painful and serious
ailments from which most mothers
suffer, can be avoided by the use of
FTI Motnirs Friend. This creat remedy
s

a

d"send to women, carrying

them through their iros critical
L3
kA
ordeal with safety and no pain.
No woman who uses 'Mother's Friend" need fear the suffering
and danger incident to birth; for it robs the ordeal of its horror
and insures safety to life of mother and child, and leaves her in
a condition more favorable to speedy recovery. The child is
also healthy, strong ana
good uatured. Our book
"Motherhood," is worth
its weight in gold to every
woman, and will be sent free in plain
envelope by addressing application to
Bradfield Regulator Co. Atlanta, Ga.
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NEW MEXICO

Capital and surplus, $100,000

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
IF YOU V;ANT help of any kind, or
employment of any kind, 'phone
call or write Abraham's Employ-meoffice, 120 West Silver avenue, at the Elite cafe. 'Phones,
On Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,
Automatic. 37D: Colorado, 289.
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
WANTED.
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE REWANTED A first class dining room CEIPTS, as low as $10 and as high as
girl. Call at once at the Columbus $200. Loans are quickly made and
strictly vrlvate. Time: One month
hotel.
to one year given. Goods remain In
WANTED A good woman cook to your
possession. Our rates are reasoncook only one meal a day. uooa
cook. able. Call end see us before borrowwages. Must be first-claGerman or Swede preferred. Ad ing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
ores O. K. N. Citizen omce,
Steamship tickets to and from all
d
second-hanGentlemen's
WANTED
parts of the world.
clothing. No. D15 South First street,
Rooms 8 and 4, Grant Bldg.
and
address
Senu
south of viaduct.
315 West Railroad Ave.
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
WANTED To buy lady's ticket to
Open Evenings.
California, not lafr than Saturday.
Must be cheap. Address J. H. C.
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
Citizen office
WANTED A good nurse girl, oue
who will assist with second work.
LAWYERS.
Apply Mrs. Ivan Grunsfeld, 1009 Ti- Jeras Road.
Ira M. Bond.
man, who ATTOR-'.'EAT LAW, 32 F street
WANTED A middle-agetne worK, to taite N. W., Washington, D. C. Pensions,
understands
copyrights, caveats,
charge of lawn and grounds at a lands, patents,
sanltorium. Good wages and board letter patents, trade marks, claims.
to right party. German preferred.
R. W. D. Bryan.
Call at The Citizen office for particATTORNEY AT LAW, Albuquer
ulars.
que, N. M. Office, First National
to look Bank building.
WANTED Representatives
after renewals of subscriptions for
E. W. Dobson.
the American Magazine. Experience
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Office, Cromnot essential; no capital needed; well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
good opportunity to build up a perDENTISTS.
manent business. Address J. N.
Trainer, 146 Fifth Ave., New York,
DR.
J. E. KRAFT,
New York.
Dental Surgeon.
MALE HELP WANTED.
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
HELP WANTED A few good canvas the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
sers; ladies or gentlemen; can earn Both 'phones. Appointments made by
from $75 to $100 per month selling mail.
a new Invention that is a necessity,
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
sells on sight. Call in the morning.
No. 30G Railroad avenue.
Office
5
over State National hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:i) p. m.; 1:30
Room No.
p. m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 4C2. ApBank.
pointments made by mail.
FOR RENT.
DRBrMVVILLIAMS
FOR REN j. Kitchen, dining room,
bedroom and pantry at tho Minne-r.poli- s
Dentist.
House.
Office on Railroad avenue, over
room
FOR RENT Five
brick house
'Phone, Auto 203.
on Tljeras road. Apply to Mrs A.
PHYSICIANS.
Coleman, 422 West Tijeras.
FOR RENT Two pleasant furnished
DR. R. L. HUST.
rooms for housekeeping. Mrs. H. E.
Office,
N. T. Armljo Bldg.
Rutherfoni, 517 South Broadway.
Tuberculosis treated with
ms
ront-rooCurrent and
Electrical
FOR REN T Pleasantf
for
given each
housekeeping.
Rent
reasonable Germicide. Treatments
p.
day
8
m.
m.. Trained
from a.
to 4
Close in. Corner of Sixth street and
nurse
In attendance.
Both 'phones.
Railroad nvenue.
DR.
G.
W.
SHADRACH.
FORREN
new3room house at 814 South Arno St. Practice limited to Eye, Ear, Nose
and Throat.
Payment $12 per month. Address
Occullst and Aurlst for Santa Fe
Highlands, Citizen oCce.
lines. Office, 313 Va West RailhuiUc; bath coast avenue.
FOR RENT A
electric light and other modern con- road
Hours: 9 to 12 a. m. and 1:30 to 5
veniences. 624 West Tljeras ave- p. m.
nue.
UNDERTAKER.
FOR RENT Saloon in good location
In city; fixtures
and everything Auto, 'phone 316.
Colo., Red 115.
ready for business. Apply to ConA. BORDERS.
solidated Liquor Co.
Commercial Club Building. Black
FOR RENT Newly furnished rooms
and White Hearse, $5.
at the Mineapolis house, with or
ARCHITECTS.
without housekeeping, $1 per week
nnd up. Albuquerque, N. M.
F. W. Spencer and V. O. Walling-ford- .
,
FOR RENT Cottages and cottage
Barnett building,
Rooms
flats, one to five rooms. Very nice- Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phones.
ly furnished, pianos, etc., to suit
CIVIL ENGINEER.
tenants. Mrs. Norris, No. 110 East
Coal avenue, east end of viaduct.
J. R. Farwell.
Room 23, N. T. Armljo building.
FOR SALE.
FOR SALE Elegant Knabe piano in
NOTARY PUBLIC.
perfect condition. Apply 512 South
Thot. K. D. Maddison.
Broadway.
Office with W. B. Childers, 117 West
FOR SAi.E Bicycle and general re- Gold
avenue.
pair shop with fine set of tools;
good paying business.
VETERINARIAN.
Porterfleld
Co., 110 Gold avenue.
Dr. F. L. Schneider.
FOR SALE-So- da
Fountain. T. J.
Office, 424 North Second street
Topham.
Phones Auto., 311; Colo., Black 35.
FOR SALE
A handsome Hardman Residence 'phone. Auto., 747.
piano, in fine condition and almost
RODERICK STOVER, E. E.
new, at a bargain.
For particulars, call at this office.
Electrical and Mechanical Engineer.
My general store. Rare
FOR SALE
Agent for Fairbanks, Morse & Co.
chance for some one to secure an Gas and gasoline engines a specialty.
established business.
Address, P. 906 West Railroad avenue. AutoM.. Pueblitos, N. M.
matic 'phone, 179.
FOR SALE A well established gen
EXAMINER OF TITLES.
eral merchandise store, doing good
business, in good country town;
H. R. WHITING,
good reasons
for selling; store No. 119 South Second Street, First
building and dwelling for rent or
National Bank building.
sale. p. i). box 218.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Examiner and abstracter f land
FOR SALE The Minneapolis House,
at a bargain. Must be sold. Forty-fou- r titles, Including those of Spanish and
rooms,
all newly furnlsbed, Mexican origin.
painted and papered. The best paySCREEN TIME IS COMING.
ing property In Albuquerque. Any
otfer acceptable. Call or address C.
Window rireens, 7 cents per foot.
D. Warde, the Minneapolis House,
A home made door, with trimmings,
Albuquerque, N. M.
for $1.25.
We are making window screens all
FOR SALE One Buffalo
scale, X
mniiiie counter, 1 ice box. capacity mortised together, and as strong as
1 ton, 1 ice machine,
power a door, for 7 cents a square foot. A
or
that
engine, 1
power boiler, 2 screen door,
steam water pumps, 1 Buffalo meat will outlast any door shipped In here
chopper, 1 bone grinder, 1 sausage from the cast, together with trimstuffer, racks and hooks, at Tony mings, for $1.25.
We make the regular shop made
MIchelbnrh's, Old Town.
screet doors that have always cost,
FOR SALE General
merchandise
$1.50.
business on the El Paso and South- heretofore, $2.00 to $2.25, for
western in eastern New Mexico.
8UPERIOR LUMBER AND
Stock $15,000 to $20,000. Fine
PLANING MILL CO.
o
right
party.
for
Can exNOTICE FOS PUBLICATION.
plain good reason for selling. Ix
callty healthiest In New Mexico. Ad(II. E. No. 6279 )
dress inquiries to this paper.
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Dollar Contributions Slow.
Both parties are gathering
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dlers, though It had only seventy delegates at Its meeting, Is a vigorous
army, and every member of it means
Weekly ky
business nil tho time.
raMltlet Dally
No Law vs. Free Lunch.
Tkt Citizen Publishing Company
This town will be a sight for sure
I al PaataAa. for trwtamtaafm throats the Immediately nfter the Bryan week expires. The democratic club keeps
open house fur a full week and ilqnor
of all kinds, meals, lunches and entertainments of all kinds will be free
as air. Of course, nobody will be
Poliable to resist a free blow-ou- t.
ticians may talk as they plenge. today,
Official Paper of Bernalillo County alout the Iniquity of free railroad
passes, but set a free lunch before
ti4 City of Albuquerque.
them, specially If It be accompanied
Prwi Afttrato DlintchM.
with the very best of wines, brandies,
Urptt City v4 C.tinty Clrcvlatl.
whiskies and the like, and every one
Tat UrrMt Nr Mult ClrcnlatleM.
lirrmt Nr1Kwn Arirotu Clrtulitloa. of them will step up to the crib and be
fed to the point of suffocation. The
democratic club is planning for poTIKMI OF subscription:
18. "0 sition, and
It. hopes to reach it by
W wO, an. jrar la alTmnc.
.60
pr month
Mir W Wwail.
... 100 means of showering honors upon the
Ktk aaaO. on raw
great traveler, who is about to return
Sally by Carrier, 60c per month from foreign shores, covered with adulation and praises from people in all
I Cirrrnt will tw d.livmd In the
r at U bw rat of SO rnt per waak. or for M lands, and especially by his own countrymen. It Is certainly a very Interpaid monthly.
tX. b
ta aar
esting political campaign that sends
Hurtling Rites Kids Known on Application a candidate around the globe, nnd yet
favor by notlfrlnc aa keeps him in touch by the ever ready
aaaai It m will aanfar
any
telegraph with his home folk, and
dattaly
of tha papar.
word,
whether
a.1 bmn an ramittaneaa thould b addr cant to causes his lightest
Com
paht. &rafta, from Egypt, Japan, England, Sweden,
Taa Cmaant Puiummo
ahaaka. ptoffle and axpraaa money order Gorniany, France or
to be
art a bhuU payabla to th ardor af tfa
heard with the utmost respect, and
taken in for all Its worth by those
tUM TlklPHONItl
who propose to be his followers. And
Aartomaflc 183
Colorado
now the crowning honor is to be a
great city drunk with Its gladness and
also with the wine that glveth Its
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"OLD RELIABLE."

ESTABLISHED

1873.

S.

THE WHOLESALE

GROCER

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
In the Southwest.

z

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
A

RAILROAD

AVENUE.

ALBUQUERQUE. N.

0
0
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SHOWER BATH BENEFITS

are simply a "terra incognita" to the
man who never tried them. If we tit
up a bath-tufor you as It should be
(quipped namely, with a shower attachment, the comfort, coolness and
enjoyment you'll obtain these not
.summer days and night will make you
our friends lor life. Ask us about
prices.
We carry the finest line of garden
hose In the city.

Standard Plumbing and Keating
Auto. 'Phone, 671.

L'ttneSRPB

to prove his continuous residence up
on, and cultivation of, said lann, viz:
Masedonio
Ramirez, Ramon Serna
.lose Rafael Chavez, liidal Chaves y
Montova, all of San Rafael, N. M.

Rooms

Momdm

Envelope
Note Head
Program
Invitation
Catalogue
Blank Book

printer knew

of his intention to make final proof
In support of his claim, and that said
proof will be made before the United
States court commissioner at San Rafael, N. M., on October 5, 1906, viz:
Sec.
Juan Garcia. 2d. for the NW
Twp. U N., It. 8 W.
II. . i,nme.j thrt fti li.u--

t

Printing

Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M , Aug.
23, 1906.
Notice is hereby given that the following-named
settler has filed notice

8.

e c
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Stomach Troubles and Constipation.
No one can reasonably
hope for
good digestion when the bowels are
constipated. Mr. Chas. Baldwin of
III., says: "I suffered from
s
chronic constipation and stomach
for several years, but, thanks to
Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets, am almost cured." Why not get
a package of these tablets and get
well and stay well'' Price 25c. Samples free. For sale by all druggists.

rr
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C.

Co.

Colo., Red 234.

BALDR1DGJ3

DEALER IN NATIVE A NO CHICAGO LUMBER
PAINT Covers more. loo,.s best, wears tte
longest, most economical; full measure.
BUIIJJlNu PAPER Always in stock. Plaster, Lime, Cement. Pa!t:t,
Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEX.
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TEACHERS'

INSTITUTE

IS VERYJNTERESTING
A Number of Clever Papers
Read at Yesterday's Session-All

OF CITY

Teachers
SCHOOLS

Ai ihe first (lays

session

PAGE THRER

A Free Auto Ride to University Heights!
Five year from now and you would not know it was the .same Albuquerque. The Heights will be the aristocratic residence section
lots at from $25.00 to $150.00 per lot; $5.00 down $5.00 per month. No
of the city.
Better buy some of those beautiful fifty-fo'
interest, and you will double your money
ot

University Heights Improvement Co., Owners

PKESENT

Except Three on Sick List-Pr- of.
Clark's Article on "Educational Progress."

EVENING CITIZEN.

Down Town Office 119 South Second Street

of

First National Bank Building

the

teachers' institute, held yesterday In
the Central High School building, all
lut three of the city teachers were
present, the absent ones being Misses
were

King, Hlllyard and Thomas, who
detained at home on account of illness.
The session was very interesting.
Miss Woodman, supervisor of drawPublic School
ing, read a paper,
Drawing; Its Development and Value,"
which was both tntertaining and inAt the conclusion of the
structive.
TAn.riinff Misa Woodman exhibited a
number of drawings of pupils In the
different grades, demonstrating wnai
could be done with systematic training in the line of water color, pen and
Ink, pencil, cnarcoal and colored peu-ci- l
drawing.
Principal J. A. Miller gave the first
of his series of talks on "The History
rf New Mexico." which proved of
ereat interest not only to the teachers
present, but to a number of citizens,
who. Interested In the history of the
territory, attended yesterday s session for the purpose of hearing Prof
Miller discourse on this subject.
Superintendent Clark in his article
Progress," touched
on "Educational
on the fo. owing points, in presenting
the growth of education during the
nineteenth cetury:
The growth of the educational sys
tern.
The Improvement in school super
vision.
Th establishment of the kinder
garten.
The prominence of elementary edu
cation.
The growth of secondary scaools
eolleees and universities.
The change of opinion concerning

THE 26TH ANNUAL FAIR

HUB

IS TO BE A

Flower Parade a
Program In

Show

Feature-Ba- by
Full-Ba-

ONCE HANDSOMEST
mom am im rnnnnr
VVUMHN

ii nurture

EUGENIE OF FRANCE IS 81. VERY
N EARING THE END.

Liquor Co.

Successors to
MELIN

A EAKIN, and BACHECHI

A GIOMI.

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

We keep everything in
stock to outfit the most fastidious bar complete

medallion set with diamonds, given by
H. Yanow; second prize, one dozen of
Moon's best photographs, by K. Moon
& Co.

Have been appointed exclusive agents
in the Southwest for
JOS. 8iHLITZ,
WM. LEMP AND
8T. LOO IS A. B. C.
BREWERIES.

Nicest baby over one year old and
under two years First prize, brass
bed, by A. Faber; second prize, child's
chair, by Borradalle & Co.
prize, a
Nicest baby girl One
beautiful toilet set, given by B. H.
Brlggs & Co.
The above prizes will be awarded in
accordance with the following scale
of points:
35
Conformity of features
30
yes
Prettiest
15
Disposition
10
Nicest hands and arms
10
Nicest feet and legs
Special Prizes.
Baby with the best disposition, one
prize, a babies coat, iy the Golden
Rule Dry Goods company.
Baby
with the prettiest eyes, a
beautiful cloak with cap to match, by
The Economist.
Baby with the best conformity of
features, a pair of baby blankets, by
B. llfeld & Co.
Baltics under two years old are
eligible in accordance with the above
specifications, regardless of sex, unless otherwise specified.
Babies may be entered up to and
including Wednesday night, Septem-ue- r
19, 190(), at M. Mandell's clothing
store, 114 Railroad avenue, or at LAST
John Borradaile's store, 117 Gold ave-

h

Treasurer.

Wines, Liquors & Cigars

Tournament.

At the sneclal meeting of the flower
parade committee, held last evening,
arrangements were discussed and con
sidered, looking to the making of this
annual
feature of the twenty-sixtfair one of the most attractive ever
presented. A. H. Barkley of Kansas
City, wno will manage the flower parade, was present at the meeting, as
were Messrs. E. R. Edgar, E. Lt Washburn and J. B. Downey, the other mem-oer- s
of the committee.
The committee proceeded at once
to business. As stated yesterday in
these columns Mr. Barkley has opened
headquarters at the office of the University 'Heights Improvement company, where he has arranged a window display of some of the solid car
load of nowers that he will bring to
this city later on to be used In decorating the carriages and floats.
A prize of $100 is offered by the fair
association for the best decorated
float, representing some business or
enterprise.
Flowers
training manufacturing

Chas. Mellnl, Secretary

O. Bachecbl,

Consolidated

FEEBLE AND IS

Ball

se

J. D. Eakln, president.
G. Gloml, Vice President.

YELLOWSTONE,
GREEN RIVER,
W. H. McBRAiER'S

"w

sU,

Ik

f

V

$

CEDAR BROOK,
LOUIS HUNTER,
T. J. MONARCH,

l

J

ji

And other standard brands of whiskies

too numerous to motion.

WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS

Thn improvement in the
of teachers.
The spread of art and industrial ed- in this class, as in all others, but for
this special event advertising matter
ucation.
The evolution of the modern school Is not prohibited. A second prize of
$23 is offered for the second best in
house.
this class.
In part Superintendent Clark said:
A first prize of $75 and a second
"Among all of the centuries which
have gone into history, the one Just prize of $25 is offered for the best
nast stands without a peer. It Is the decorated private rig to take part In
century of unparalled developmeii, the parade, In this eiass advertising
Btartllng discovery, marvelous inven- matter is strictly prohibited and the
EUGENIE, TAKEN SEVERAL
PHOTOGRAPH OF EMPRESS
profound awards wiii be made In accordance
tion, scientific research,
YEARS AGO.
nue.
t
hla
with
rule
committee.
gigantic
of
the
thought, wise statesmanship,
The prizes, in the order mentioned
Several other prizes will le arrang
London, Aug. 28. Europe's "woman 'such elegance nnd taste that her
enterprises; a century of unpreceso that there alKive, are on exhibition at the followbv
committee,
ed
the
became the models for woman- sorrow,"
Eugenie
dented achievements in education.
places;
Is 81 years of age. and is
trance,
ln a'l Parts of the world.
"The demands of the intelligent will be something besides glory to ing
1
O. W. Strong & Sons.
ported to be very feeble and nearlng
She took a keen interest in polit
and sincere friends of education In strive for in the competition that will
A. Faber.
;ne end.
ical matters, and greatly annoyed the
our cities are for a more scientific no doubt take place between business
Golden
Dry
Goods
Rule
Co.
sepvehicles,
firms and owners of private
emperor's ministers by insisting on
plan of organization, which shall
B. llfeld & Co.
Born on May 5, 1825, Eugenie Marie being present at the state councils.
arate legislative and executive func- in the good natured struggle to have
The
de
MontiJo,
Economist.
former empress of the She was three times appointed retions, which shall put the interests of the prettiest float or carriage in line
B. H. Briggs & Co.
French, was descended on her father's gent In 1859, during the Italian war
teachers on the merit basis, which on the day the parade takes place.Al&
H.
J.
ORielly
side
Co.
from a Spanish family of high in 1865, and when the emperor startMr. Barkley, who will remain in
snail give authority to do what Is
H. Yanow.
nobility, the head of which," In 1492, ed on the last disastrous expedition
needed and protect officers and teach- buquerque until after the fair, stated
K.
Moon
&
Co.
received the title of Count de Teba which ended at Sedan.
ers, while it locates responsibility and today that e would be glad to meet
Borradaile & Co.
at the hands of Ferdinand and IsaThe story of her flight from the
provides the way for ousting "the in- any and every one Interested in the
bella. Her mother was a Scotch wo- Tulllerles is the most dramatic epiflower parade and to render them all
competent and corrupt.
TO
A
MAKE
TRIP
man,
the daughter of William Kirk-p- sode In her history. The first vague
"Our country has made such rapid the assistance he couTd, In the matter
THROUGH THE TERRITORY
rick, a merchant ln Malaga, Spain. news of the emperor's
capituatlon
strides during the past century that of decorating their rigs. The automo
Superintendent
Stamm. of the fruit
The widowed countess In 1849 took at Sedan had riached Paris on Sepwe are in the front rank of the na- biles will also come in for a share In
exhibit,
intends
making
through
trip
a
up
her residence with Eugenie in tember 3. The next day the Italian
tions In ,ne march of educational the paraile end it Is pxnected that
progress. Such has been our achieve- something startling and novel will be!,n territory shortly for the purpose Paris. Here the young lady became ambassador came to warn Eugenie
ana
meeting
conrerriug with a celebrated for her beauty, her ami- that her life was In danger, owing
ment that sturdy old England paid us forthcoming from the horseless car-jU- I number
of the prominent New Mexico ability and her rare mental gifts.
to the popular feeling and that It was
a most gratifying compliment two or riage people.
growers,
fruit
looking to the securing son or tne then American ministerThe
time to fly. Prince Metternich and
three years ago by tending to our BABY SHOW PROGRAM
to
large
a
ol
exnmit for the coming fair. Paris, William C. Rives, fell madly Ferdinand de Lesseps aided In her
country tne Mosely commission to in
Superintendent
IS
NOW
COMPLETED
Stamm states that in love with her. His family
vestigate the workings of our educaShu was
foot. escape from the
The committee in charge of - the already he has received assurances ed to the match on account ofohrellg- driven first to Dr. Evans, an Ameritional system and determine, if pos baby
twenty-sixtshow feature of the
from a large number of fruit growers, uus umerences. Young Mr. Riven re can dentist.
d
In the evening,
sible the secret of our advances.
"Occupying, as we do. a most prom annual fair held a meeting last even- in the various districts, that they will turned a bachelor to his ancestral
by Dr. Evans and his nephew,
ing
office
Manager
of
McCanna make a display, from their section, home in Virglna,. but eventually mar- she took the train and by a roundthe
inent position educationally, having and Inafter
transacting much importat but he desires to make this year's ried and became the
attracted the attention of the leading business, announced
father of Amtlie about way through Belgium reached
the conclusion exhibit the largest ever, and for this Rives.
Eurorean countries to whom we have of the meeting, the atfollowingthe seaport town of Deauville. Thence
com purpose will personally go among the
Eugenie made the aeauaint.incn rf she took refuge ln England.
long looked, for guidance in educa- plete program
for this feature of the fruit men to arouse their interest in Prince Louis Napoleon, as he
tional matters, we can hardly be too fair:
The royal refugees made their home
was
the matter.
then called, when he was living at at Chlselburst.
extravagant in our words of praise
Here the emperor
Stilomon
President
Luna.
optimis
Elysees
too
the
nor
achievements,
as
president
9, 1S73.
for our
died,
January
The prince
of
the
French
"BIG SIX" TEAM
Secretary D. S. Rosenwald.
republic. From the first he was at- imperial gained the reluctant consent
tic concerning the possibilities of the
IN
M. Man-delCommittee
Borradalle,
BALL
J.
TOURNAMENT
to
tracted
future."
the brilliant young Span- of his mo:her to Join the British exS. D. Patrick, of Trinidad, Colo.,
F. H. Strong.
ish gll'l.
The program observed today was as
When he hern ma einrinrnr pedition to South Africa in 1879. In
who owns and manages the "Big Six'' he
eligible
No
years
over
babies
two
Simplified
Morning
follows;
session
to marry, and despite an engagement with the Zulus In June
base ball team of that city, has writ- 1110 determined
old, September 19th, 1906.
spelling. Superintendent J. E. Clark.
"I'pusiiiun oi nis
ministers, he of that year, he met his death. His
Exhibition at Casino hall, fair ten Manager McCanna, of the Fair wedded
History of New Mexico, Principal
her In January. 1852.
remains were interred beside those of
association,
will
to
grounds,
afternoon,
Friday
the
he
September
effect
that
Three years elapsed between the Napoleon III, at Chiselhurst.
J. A. Miller.
A few
nave
on
opening
his
3
team
1906,
21.
the
hand
at
o'clock.
at
emperor s marriage and the birth of years later Eugenie made a pilgrimDrawing; Its Value and Practical
twenty-sixtthe
of
the
will
Judges
anual
fair
for
The
be
selected
three
Development, Miss Emma Woodman,
only child. This occurred March age to Zululand and visited the spot
purpose of competing In the lase ball his.
from out of the city.
16, 1856.
supervisor of drawing.
With the birth of the prince where her son had met his death.
tou
rnament.
entry,
of
classes
different
and
The
Simplified Spelling II, Superintendimperial troubles arose between EuQueen Victoria, and in fact, the en
"Big
The
an
Six"
has
enviable
made
prizes
as
follows:
the
are
genie and the Bonaparte family. She tire British royal family were warm
ent J. E. Clark.
j months or
for
at
ltBelf
In
record
Nicest:
Colorado,
baby
and
under
1:30 p. m. Round Table with the
was
Her
and suspicious of all pos- friends of the
First prize, baby carriage given by O. present Is the favorite in the betting sible Jealous
third grade teachers, Superintendent W.
pretenders to the succession. namesake, Princess Eugenie of Bat- for
winning
one
Strong's
Albuquerque
tournar
prize,
the
Sons;
second
But
empress still reigned supreme tenberg, now queen of Spam, was her
J. E. Clark.
be over the
3:30 p. m. Round Table with the extra large Jar of Horlick's Malted ment, but the Browns are yet toplaythe hearts of the Parisian popu- favorite, at:d it 1h probable that when
from,
O'Rielly
Co.
H.
new
given
Milk,
J.
heard
by
when
and
their
the
fourth grade teachers, Superintendent
lace. At
period of her career Eu- the will of Eugenie Is made public It
Nicest baby under one year old and ers arrive the betting status will prob genie wasthis
J. E. Clark.
spoken of as the hand- will be found that a large part of her
over six months old First prize, gold ably change.
somest woman in Europe. She set off Immense fortune has been bequeath
MORE NEW GUSHERS
her superb beauty- - by dressing with ed '.o the young queen of Spain.
OPENED AT ARTESIA
IN
RAMOS
TESTIMONY
ASSIGNMENT
The development of the Artesia LIFE PRISONER
DEAD AT PENITENTIARY. OF JUAN SANTISTEVAN OF TAOS
country proceeds, says the Artesia
age,
Testimony
was heard at the court APACHE UNAS ARE
Ramos, about 40 years ol
SISTERS OF LORETTO
Advocate. Not in a manner which a Jesus
life prisoner at. the territorial penl- - house In Santa Fe yesterday after- nor tentiary,
could be called harum-scarugained eternal freedom from noon before H. S. Clancy as referee
rushing or booming, but in a regular,
AT
IN BAD
morning, when he in the matter of the assignment of
SHAPE
Intelligent way, calculated to impress the law, Saturday complaint
contract-- I Juan Santistevan of Taos county. The
of a chronic
the observer that results are sought died
since his incarceration. His body case came up on objections filed by
which are to be of real benefit to the ed
TO
EXIST
ON CACTI ISSUES ANNUAL CATALOG, DAIN
will be buried in a rough pine box inj.Mr. Santistevan to the final report of FORCED
country.
TY, AND PROFUSELY ILFRUIT AND ACORNS IN
assignee,
Munby. Attorneys
known
prison
as
the
cemetery.
R.
So
A.
far
the
Last week three new wells of av- he had a mother
LUSTRATEDOPENS
In A. B. Renehan of Santa Fe and J. B
THE HILLS.
living
father
and
erage capacity weie brought In. All
SEPTEMBER 3.
Mexican republic, and if possible Lusk of Taos appeared as counsel for
Captain
Arihave splendid flows and are similar the
Rynning
Tom
of
the
demise,
C. Gort
complainant
will
they
of
be
his
the
Robert
notified
and
In a dainty catalog, profusely II- in every way to the other hundreds of Ramos left no message for them ormt-- of Santa Fe was present in the zona rangers has returned to Douglas
photographs
wells already in opera'ion In the val- for anyone else.
away capacity of attorney for Mr. Manby. from an extended trip through the lust rated with half-ton- e
passed
He
ley. These" were brought in for I.
Apache Indian reservation, being call-'o- f
the academy, grounds and sur- lawyers
court
were
in
Illness
the
Other
his
also
Before
unconscious.
while
Johnson, lr. Yater and E. F. Hard-wlc- k
there by Agent ('rouse, says the rounding, the Sisters of tho Ioretto
the fatal stage, he asked for 'room In the Interest of various credit- - ed
Tb- Cruces, N.
and all are northwest from town reached
cantain was: Academy for Girls, at
of the ors of the trust fund. At the time of Arizona Gazette.
rites
aml
received
the
last
from nine to twelve miles, and are in
!., announce the opening of the acad- belonged, bis assignment Mr. Santistevan was absent for nearly two weeks.
church,
which
he
Catholic
to
the vicinity of the Baskin well and expressed sorrow for his life of engaged In the mercantile business
"I found that the Indians are very emy fur the season of 18H6-- 7 on Mon- brought in some time ago.
poor, said the cap' i;n, "and that they day. September J.
county
proprietor
of
Taos
was
was
the
murder
crime.
offense
Ramos'
Tuesday of this week Mr. Price
are having a bard time ln gaining bus- The l.oretto academy acconimodat- in 'bank and also a large sheep owner.
Henry brought in another well on his in the first degree,was committed
tenance since tin- government shut off ed 131 students during tho term ot
the
in
placed
He
county.
Grant
land two miles southeast of town. penitentiary May H,
A Mystery Solved.
the issuance of rations to them aev- - r.ni.'i-t- ;. and it Is safe to say that this
Although
will bo much
This one is said to bo a very fine his sentence was for 99I9"l.
"How to keep off periodic attacks of eral years ago. Rations are now only year's matriculation
was
years,
he
anil will always a model prisoner and was al- biliousness and haiiitual constipation Issued to the very old and decrepit larger. Situated in an Ideal climate,
well. aUive the average,
probably furnish water sufficient trt lowed many
was a mystery that Dr. King's New Indians. Th ise who are young and in with quiet and beautiful surroundings,
liberties.
irrigate 2"u to 'J'"' acres of land, and
Life Pills solved for me," writes John health fie expected to provide for it is adapted in all ways to the proN. Pleasant, ot Magnolia, Ind.
perhaps more.
The themselves. The only work to be had mo ion of serious study.
Summcr Diarrhoea in Children.
A glance aT the catalog very favorDuring the hot weatu r of the sum- only pills that are guaranteed to give by thee Indians is on the Gila Valley
"Make Ha While the un Shines." mer montus the first unnatural loose- perfect satisfaction to everybody or railroad, but this is not sufficient for ably Impresses one with the school
Tho
have found work ami its style of management.
There is a lesson In the work of the ness of a child's bowels should have money refunded. Only 25c at all drug- all of them. A f
thrifty farmer. He knaws that the Immediate attention, so as to check gists.
around Globe, but a great many are sisters will gladly furnish these cata- o
bright sunshine may last but a day the disease before it Lecomes serious.
not alile to find t mployment even if ou or ii' tier information, upon re- A Citizen Aant ad does the work.
they desired to work.
(tin t.
and he prepares for the showers All that is necessary is a few doses
which ate so liable to follow. So it ef Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
"The Indians are force,! id subsist
on cacti irnit
should be with every household. Dys- Diarrhoea Remedy followed by a dose MOTT'S PENNYROYAL
and acorns,
A NEW SHOW EVERY WEEK.
PILLS laryiiy
entery diarrhoea and cholera morbus of castor oil to cleance the system.
which they gather all over the hills
Th.'y uvrrcwnie nvakn..
may attack some member of the home Rev. M. O. Stockland, pastor of the
and mountains of Graham and Gila
Manager Davis, of the Penny ParI
liirit Mil ulliLl!"!!!..!!!!
luf
without warning. Chamberlain's Colic, first M. E. churc.i, kittle Falls, Minn.,
and li.i!it!i
i ua
counties. They gn in bands, carrying lor,
I'.ii.h .r
0 Vi
South Second street, an1
y inI.
b4,ti-ifr
Ve have used Chamberlain's
for nounces a chanpe of program, new
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy, whlc'a writes:
their kiikiwk, mi acorn hunts,
mi ami." ! i..i:u, Ut
tyirlt
No
t
in it It. u li'l
i.i the best known medlc'.ae for these Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy
ill. Ii
by pictures and new songs every Saturpermits
they are
known i.mi-t)fr wxnuii life ttf which
dUeases. should always be kept at for teveral years and find It a very
tin in. rat.niit ilu il
Anent ('rouse, who Is anxious to do day morning. A whop
show for a
ft
Im,s
...in,
nrr
for the welfare of peuny.
hand, a3 immediate treatment is nec- valuable remedy, especially for sumall that Is
M l. Il
hi mull.
MOT! CHEMICAL CO
luu.u. the Apaches, who have been under
essary, and delay may prove fatal. For mer disorders In children." Sold by all
. ANN &. bON.
druggists.
FOR SALE BY
Try a Citizen want advertisement.
sale b; all druggists.
his charge fur a number of years"

But sell the straight article as received by us from the best Wineries,
Distilleries and Breweries in the United States. Call and Inspect our
Stock end Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Price List,
Issued to dealers only.

St. Michael's College
CHRISTIAN BROTHERS

SANTA Fe,
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BEGINS SEPT. 3rd, 1906
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BRO. E. LEWIS, PRESIDENT

at

THE

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkote Roofing

h

acom-panle-

First and Marquette

Alfeaqaerqae, New Mexico

ooooooooooo
AS A SPECIAL

INDUCEMENT

l,

to those who are anxlaua to have a
gas range, yet are postponing buying
till next year, we are making this
unique offer, good till August 20.
Detroit Jewel Ga Range No.
Terms, $5 cash and f4 a
month for four months.
Detroit Jewel Gaa Range, No.
$22.50.
Terms, $5 cash and $3.50 a
month for five months.
FREE PLUMBING.
To each purchaser of a range will
be given, free, one year's euoscrip-tioto one of the following magazines
The Delineator, Good Housekeeping
or Woman's Home Companion. This
exceptional otter will be closed after
Monday, August 20th.
B2-1-

h

I

$21.00.

25-1-

n

The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Go.
CORNER 4th A NO GOLD

oooc

J. H. O'REILLY & CO.
Mali Orders Filled Same Day Received.
BOTH PHONES
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

Albuquerque Business Men
advertise in the Evening Citizen because it is the paper
the people of Albuquerque
&
read.'
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W. T. McCREIGHT,
' Business Manager.

REPUBLICAN COMMITTEE MEETING
Headquarters Republican Territorial Central Committee,
Santa Fe. N. M, August 16, 1906.
A meeting of the members of the Territorial Republican Central Committee of New Mexico Is hereby called
to assemble at the Commercial Club In the city of
at 10 o'clock on the morning of Wednesday,
September 6, 1906, for the purpose of calling and Betting
a day for the meeting of the republican convention to
nominate a candidate for delegate to the Sixtieth congress of the United States and to transact such other
business as may properly come before the meeting.
Proxies will not be recognlied uuless held by cltl-reof the same county of which the member who gives
tbe proxy Is a resident.
Every member of the committee Is urgently
to be present In person, as matters of great
moment to the people of the territory and to the republican party will be discussed, considered and disposed of.
H. O. BURSUM, Chairman.
CHARLES V. SAFFORD, Secretary.
ns

SEPARATE STATEHOOD HOPELESS
The Citizen has on more occasions than one exposed
the folly of the claim, so often advanced in Arizona, that
the democrats are coming into power and that that party

For many years the
control of the senate by the republicans can not possibly be shaken and therefore single statehood to either
territory Is impossible for that length of time.
But The Citizen also asserted that the opposition
to single statehood Is not political but sectional and fThe democrats In the old, wealthy and popuinancial.
lous states are as much opposed as the republicans to
giving Arizona the position in which one man in that
territory would be able to exercise as much Influence on
in Illithe destiny of the whole country as thirty-nin- e
in New
In Pennsylvania, or fifty-nin- e
nois, fifty-on- e
York. Hence, the democrats would not give separate
statehood to these tcrirtories even were they In complete
possession of the presidency and both houses of congress.
Having taken this ground. The Citizen is more than
glad to find it so thoroughly confirmed by Isaac Barth.
of St. Johns, Arizona. This is the same Mr. Barth who
bo recently used up and hung out to' dry young Mr.
tie railway attorney who is fighting jointure
bo ardently in Arizona, Mr. Barth, in a recent letter to
Delegate Andrews, said:
In 1904, as you know, I was a delegate to the national democratic convention at St. Louis, and I was
working as well as I could for the adoption of a plank in
our platform declaring for single statehood for Arizona
and New Mexico and It occurred to me that if we could
secure the support of Mr. Bryan it would help our cause.
I met Mr. Bryan at the home of Mrs. Helen Cougar, in
Lafayette, Ind., on June 21, 1904, and asked him to help
us to have our separate statehood plank adopted. He
refused to help us, saying to me: "Mr. Barth. you have
seen the Commoner and you know that I am in favor of
statehood for all the territories, but if you can get statehood together with New Mexico, under the existing conditions In your territory, I do not think that you can ask
for more than this." That is the truth about the position of Mr. Bryan on the Joint statehood question, and if
the democratic president that all these
papers tell us is going to be elected. Is for joint statehood, what Is the use of delaying action? Let us vote
for the only possible kind of statehood. Arizona will be
all right for statehood when election day comes. The
political ambitions of some very worthy and Borne unworthy men will have to give way to the popular
will give Arizona single statehood.

PROTFCT CHIFF IVnilSTRY
The Citizen has received copies of the speech ot
Senator F. E. Warren of Wyoming, opposing free wool
and hides. It was a wonderful address and abounds Id
astonishing facts and figures. The senator shows con
clulvely that the livestock Industry of the United States
leads all the other Industries of the country. In 1899,
according to the census, those whose livelihood was de- -,
pendent on the livestock Industry amounted to 11,240,131
' persons, or 38 per cent of our
entire working population; while at the present time he finds the annual
product tf Pur animal Industry to exceed $2,000,000,000
in value.
Me also shows that In 1897, after two jeara of frefc
wool, the Bheep of this country numbered only 36,818,643
and were worth only $67,020,942. On January 1 of the
present year the sheep ot tbe country numbered 60,631,-61worth $179,056,144, or nearly three times the worth
under free wool.
These are given merely as samples from the address, which Tbe Citizen would like to publish in full,
but for lack of space. Suffice it to say that New Mexico is unalterably opposed tb any reduction of tariff on
livestock, wool and hides; and the opposition of the
people of this territory extends to any party or portion
of party which 'stands for such reduction, whether the
same shall be disguised as revision, or reciprocity or
. open free trade.
-
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PERSONNEL OF THE
COMMERCE COMMISSION

Published Dally and Weekly.
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The new railroad law, which goes Into effect In the
last dnys of the present month. Increases the member
ship of the interstate commerce commission from five to
seven and raises the salary of each commissioner from
$7,500 to $10,000. It provides that not more than foul
of the commissioners shall belong to the same poll' leal
party.
The powers and duties of the commissioners were
so extended and Increased by the "rate" provisions of
the act that congress deemed it necersary to create two
new places on the commission.
The old commission lost a member some time ago
through the retirement of
FIfer of Illinois,
and the president appointed Franklin Lane of California,
a democrat of rather independent tendencies, to fill the
vncancy. Some opposition to Mr. Lane developed in the
senate and his nomination was not ratified until the
very close of the late session.
Soon after the adjournment of congress President
Roosevelt, by a recess appointment, gave one of the two
new places on the enlarged commission to Edgar F.
Clark, chief of the Order of Railway Conductors, who
served In the capacity of a "practical sociologist" on the
Gray anthracite coal strike commission. Mr. Clark's
party affiliations no one seems to know, but he is prob
ably an independent "Roosevelt republican." Mr. Roosevelt has apparently great confidence in his capacity
nnd Impartiality, for he appointed him in spite of the
fact that Mr. Clark was one of those railroad men who
vigorously opposed the rate making feature of the Hepburn bill. He said In a speech to the organization of
which he lias been the chief that it was no more the
business of the government to fix rates than it was lta
business to fix wages or prices of commodities generally. The bill being law, Mr. Clark presumably realizes
the need of applying It with honesty, vigilance and

that

Mr. Clark's appointment left but one vucancy, and
is now filled through the appointment of James S.

Harlan of this city. This nomination had been fore
shadowed in Washington dispatches, and comes to no
one as a surprise. Mr. Harlan has had much legal experience, and during his two-yeterm as attorney general of Porto Rico he won praise for his ability and tact.
The president has not disturbed the old commis
sioners, though certain railway men would have been
glad to get rid of Messrs. Prouty and Knapp Chicago
ar

Record-Herald-

.
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PARTICULARS OF BUMPER
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS
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The crop reports Issued by the department of agri
g
culture on August 10 Indicated another
year, says Collier's. Preliminary returns put the winter
wheat crop at 493,434,000 bushels. The spring wheat
crop was estimated at 2i8,&jn,noo bushels, making a
total probable wheat harvest of 772,204,000, which is
more than our own average production for the ten years
preceding, and nearly 24,000.000 more than our greatest
previous year's production, in 1901.
Along with the greatest wheat crop we have n'so
the promise of the greatest corn crop on record no less
than 2,713,194,000 bushels. Add to this a twelve-millio- n
bale cotton crop, an excellent tobneco crop, nnd crops
of oats, barley, rye and other minor cereals ranginit from
fair to fine, and it seems that the farmers of the United
States will have even more money to spend, the rail
roads more freight to carry and the merchants more
goods to sell this year than last. All through the winter
wheat belt there has been a remarkable Increase In the
yield per acre. The gain is unbroken, from Pennsyl
vania to California.
In Indiana and Ohio, old states
whose soil might be expected to be showing signs of exhaustion, the average yield has gone above twenty bush
els to the, acre a yield that would have been considered
good a few years ago for an exceptionally favored farm.
In Nebraska the average has risen to 23.2 bushels. Last
year, when we had the next to the largest wheat crop
ever produced up to that time, three of the eleven prin
cipal winter wheat states averaged less than twelve
bushels and only two less than fourteen. Last year only
three states went above eighteen bushels;
this yeai
three have gone above twenty. This year's gigantic crop
of 772,000,000 bushels of wheat of all kinds has been produced on an acreage 10 per cent smaller than the 1899
crop of 114.000,000 bushels less.
It Is a noteworthy fact that the amount of land sown
to wheat in the United States seemed to reach Its limit
seven years ago. In 1899 we had 52,588,574 acres in
wheat an area equal to that of Kansas
and we have
never equalled that figure since. 'In other words, the
state of Kansas, If it were all good wheat land, could
produce all the wheat we have ever raised In the United
States In any one year. While we have over three mil
lion square miles of land in all, It appears thai only
about eight thousand, or less than 3 per cent of the
whole, can be devoted to wheat growing. This year's
record crop has been raised on less than seventy-fiv- e
thousand. The only prospect of a material Increase it
found In the reclamation of arid lands by irrigation.
The com crop is one of vastly more Importance to
the United States than the wheat crop, although that Is
the greatest in the world. Our 2.713,000,000 bushels ol
corn this year would load a freight train extending two-thirof the way around the globe. This crop has been
raised on 95,535,000 acres of land about twice the acre
age devoted to wheat, and the greatest ever given to
corn in our history. The American corn fields; are about
equal in extent to the Japanese empire, and their yield
in a single year would pay off the national debt of the
United States.
record-breakin-

Industrial Advertiser:
The Advertiser Is well awars
of the fact that jointure cuts the number of possible
officials in two, and is therefore objectionable to tbe
men expecting to hold office for a living, but the Advertiser is working in the interest of the men paying the
taxes the merchant, stock raiser and property owner
and it cares very little for the desires of the politicians.
The men paying yie taxes should consider the question
NEGRO TROOPS NOT GOOD
from a business standpoint and decide in favor of the
FOR USE IN THE SOUTH
side offering tbe most advantages. As a state, we suggest that one legislature instead tt two, one set of state
officials instead of two, and the combined wealth of tne
While not quite so bad as was at first reported, last
two territories to support the lesser burden, appeals to
week's trouble with the negro soldiers at Brownsville,
the man of business, If not the politician.
Texas, was sufficiently serious, both in Itself and In its
possible consequences, to make It wise for
war deBaltimore Sun: The "gallus" marks tin- tretimin partment either to keep its black troops out the
south
of
the
and the man of genuine, unpretending culture and civi or to be very
careful that they are commanded by offiligation. Your enob and your savage abhor it. In Meso
cers competent
to keep them under more
wears a ieit ; in rigid discipline and determined were subjected
potamia tne wlia Masniuazook
to. Soon
men
than
these
Yucatan the Indian wears a girdle of shark's
their arrival at Fort Brown the members of the
teeth; in Senegambla the shameless cannibal sports a after
Twelfth infantry made it offensively apparent that they
gunny sack; in Atlantic City a few years back the dudes expected their
uniforms to break down for them at least
used to wear sashes. But find a man who, when lie a few of the social barriers
created by their color. The
throws oil his coat to begin his daily toil, lays bare a result was that
several of them were ejected from the
e
pair of heavy,
galluses and you'll find a man Brownsville
saloons with some vehemence and another
who pays his way In the world, loves his wife, rears his was
down for jostling a white woman on the
knocked
children In the fear of the Ixrd and votes the straight sidewalk.
ticket.
That is all ibeie was to the trouble In the beginning.
The next stage of It was when twenty of the soldiers,
Philadelphia Public ledger: In some parts of the thirsting to revenge what they considered their wrongs,
country, as In New England and the northwest, where entered the town at night and "shot up" two houses,
tbe burdens of the tariff are felt more than its benefits, Incidentally killing a barkeeper and wounding a police
and where there is a tendency to look forward as well as until in the course of that operation. As soon as news
backward, candidates for congress will be compelled to of what was going on reached the fort a patrol was sent
modify Mr. Cannon's immovability; but the average re- out and searched the town for the rioters, but they all
publican. In most of the states, will probably follow the escaped in the darkness and are said to have returned
speaker's leadership and accept his plan of campaign to their quarters wltboiri detection.
After the election It may be necessary to talk about the
All this, if done by white soldiers on a spree, wotiiu
future. Till then the party will "stand pat."
have been outrageous enough, but It would not have
created the deep anger that now fills tbe Texans and
The Citizen is In receipt of two bulletins, u0 ami 58, prompts them to talk openly of bringing on an armed
of the New Mexico agricultural experiment station. The conflict between state militiamen and the black soldiers
first Is on tbe duty of well water and the cost and profit If the latter again venture outside of the .ort. That i
on Irrigated crops In the Rio Grande valley, and is the evidently a bad and dangerous condition of affairs. Gov.
joint work of Professors Vernon, Iovett and Scott. The I.anhani has remained commendably cool, and Major
second is on European grapes us suited to the !U Penrose, besides expressing the utmost regret for what
Grande valley, and was prepared by Professor Fabian happened, has promised a rigid Investigation and the
Garcia. Both will be taken home by the agricultural turning over of the marauders. If they can be discov'editor of The Citizen and read with equal pleasure and ered, to the civil authorities. It seems as Jf the discovprofit.
ery should not. be difficult. New York Times.
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Fall Opening of Boys' and Youth's Clothing

THE

OF

SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAY

WEE BABY

A Word to Mothers

AT EVERY WEDDING THE NEWLY MARRIED COUPLE IS 'HANDED A BOOK BY THE MAYOR ON
HOW TO CARE FOR BABIES.
HERE ARE THE RULES LAID
BOOK
DOWN
MAKES
LAW
ALMOST A SACRED

Special Correspondence.
Paris, Aug. 28. France can't get all
the babies it wants, so It has set out
to raise as large as possible a proportion of the babies It does get. The
government gives compulsory education In the art of rearing Infants.
Americans will be interested In the
system ny whicn the French peasant
and workman yes, the wealthier
classes, too are made cognizant of
what to do. La Republlque very In
geniously circulates what is really an
official "First Aid to Young Parents."
When it conies to vital statistics
France Is very strict. Every birth
and every death is recorded especially the births. Every birth must
be reported in three days to the
mayor of the district in which It took
place. But the republic, bo to speak,
is from Missouri.
The law requires a personal pre
sentation to the mayor of the Infant.
However, in Paris, a demand ad
dressed to the mayor results In the
attending physician tXving a certificate of birth which takes the place of
to the
the personal presentation
mayor, and this certificate must be
given to the mayor by the father or
the physican or someone who assisted
at the critical moment. He has to
take along two witnesses beside.
But It Is at the time of marriage
that the mayor or mayor's official
solemnly hands the happy couple
what Is literally denominated "Booklet of the Family." In order that this
suicide primer will
valuable anti-rac- e
not be tossed into the waste basket,
it has to be produced "by the head
of the family" every time there Is a
death, marriage or another birth in
his household, or the government will
learn the reason why. Therefore the
family cannot well escape becoming
familiar with Us contents.
First of all, the booklet gives minute Instructions for complying with
tbe laws for civil marriages and for
births and funerals. After consuming
several pages with extracts from the
code, It gets down to the vital subject le Enfant. The instructions are
compiled by ihe Academie of Medicine, In the face of which no doctor
or midwife dares to fly.
The academic proves to be ' the
champion booster for natural nourishment. This, it Indicates, is more
than half the battle. The breast is
the great life saver of babyhood.
Rule 2 pronounces milk generrally
the principal nourishment until tbe
appearanee of the first ten or twelve
teeth.
Rule 3 Is a solemn warning against
giving young babies solid food. This;
it declares, fills more little white coffins than does anything else.
Beginning with Rule 4, the "Booklet of the Family" takes up the care
of the child from birth until it is
weaned. Condensed, some of the most
Important hints are given herewith:
FOR BOTTLE BABIES.

First eight days: One part milk,
one part sterilized water; two or

Our idea of success is to give each purchaser of Boys'
and Children's Clothing such careful attention and
conscientious service that her full satisfaction will
merit continued patronage.

wjyij
and overcoats tor

should be is expressed in the extensive line of suits
1 7 years.
The
garments will speak for the correctness of our standard if you will come and see
them, and the courtesy and attention you receive will win your approval of our
methods. You will be welcome at our store always.
small andlarger boys, ranging in age from 2h to

Fine

Clothing and
FurnUhingi

M. MANBEILIL

Don't overfeed the babe.
Don't wake the child to feed it
Don't keer the child In bed with
adults.
Don't change the kind of nourish
ment too abruptly.
Don't feed baby stnle milk.
Don't give it a "sugar tit."
Don't keep its food in dirty uten
slls.
Don't use patent foods as a substi
tute for milk.
IVm't wean the child before ten or
twelve months old.
Don't attempt weaning In a very
hot season or while the child has a
severe teething spell.

petitors.
First. We are in our
own building don't pay
$300 a month rent.
Second. We buy entirely in car lots lowest
prices; biggest discounts.
Third. We pay cash
every invoice coming
into our store for the past
ten years has been dis- -

AT THE

Presbyterian Church
01 19

f.

M.

been

business for the past
where and how to buy.

September
6, 1906

Seats on tale at Matson's
on and after Monday,
September 3, 1906.

twenty-fiv- e

FURNITURE,' CARPETS
DRAPERIES.

000

Many a Common, SUMMER RESQRTS AND HOTELS
everyday sort of a chap
with no "poll" whatever has forged
ahead In the world by saving a
part of his wages and putting It In
the bank for safe keeping.
He learned early In life to make
the best of himself; to Improve his
time; to work earnestly; to have a
surplus from his wages and to save
that surplus by putting It Into i"he

We keep the quality oi our bread
up to the highest.
by using

This is possible

: Fayivood

PLEASANTLY. SITUATED.
EASY TO REACH.

RELIEVES PAlN.

Hot

BUILDS

UP THE SYSTEM.

CURES RHEUMATISM.
CURES KIDNEY AILMENTS.
CURES DIABETES.

Springs

CURES INDIGESTION.
CURES DROPSY.
ACCOMMODATIONS
CLASS.

FAYW00D,

FIRST

See Santa Fe Agent for round
good for thirty days.

I New Mexico

trip rates,

4B9BmBBBBBB9

A. C. BILICKE AND JNO. S. MITCHELL INVITE THEIR FRIENDS TO
MAKE NEW MEXICO HEADQUARTERS AT THE

The Best Flour,
The Best Labor,
The Best Methods,

HOLLENBECK HOTEL
Los Angeles, Calif.

not only in mixing and baking, but
Courtesy and attention to
appreciated.
also in taking care of and selling Your friendship and patronage
guest Is a pleasure to us.
the bread. If you want the best
you'll have to use Balling's Bread. HOLLENBECK HOTEL AND CAFE BETTER THAN EVER. LOCATION
I

.

20T BOUTM FIRBT BTREET.

P.MATTEUCCI
DEALER IN

CONVENIENT AND DESIRABLE.

New Mexico people (pending the Summer on the beaches are welcome to
feel at home In our hotel when visiting Lot Angeles.

DEPOT AND BEACH LINE CARS STOP AT THE HOLLENBECK DOOR.

THE BEST IN TOWN

Men's, Women's and Children's Fine Shoes
First Cliss Rf pairing a Specially
All Work Guaranteed

103 North

rirtt

Btroot

Per Gallon

Adams & Dilgard

I IEMm!
$.50

Special Price on Large Orders
Delivered to any part of the city

FARM
LOUDON'SThone JERSEY
Red
Colo.

DR. MINOR C. BALDWIN

v
CONCERT
a
o ORGANIST

in the furniture
years understand it in every detail, --

O. W. STRONG'S SONS

No.

Thursday,

We have

Fourth.

PIONEER BAKERY,

Organ Recital

ind

Why we can sell you
cheaper than our com-

We Keep It Up

soon.

Fine Clothing
Furnishings

Good Reasons

three spoonfuls every two hours.
Two parts
To end of first month:
milk, one part water; five or six
bank.
spoonfuls every two hours.
Three parts milk,
Second month:
His savings grew and later on
one part water; half tumblerful every
when the opportunity came to
two hours.
Three
Third month and after:
make a good investment, .he was
parts milk, one part water; one tum
prepared.
blerful every three hours.
Give no milk run strengtn neiore
fourth month. Dilute milk according THE BANK OF COMMERCE
to its strength and the appetite of
the child.
MEXICO
NEW
ALBUQUERQUE,
FOR
OFFICIAL FRENCH DONT'S
THE NEW LVTTLE BABY.
too
Don't give solid nourishment

sky-blu-

'

TUESDAY? AUGUST 28, 1906.

Funeral Directors
Embalming

Is

Our

Specialty

Cor. Fifth Street and Railroad Ave.
Auto. 152.
Colo, phone. Black, 298.
A Citizen Classified ui Is
Investment.

good

92.

P. M. DAVIS

O

Agent For

O

The Mills Novelty Company

o

All kinds of coin machines sold or placed on commission. Amusement nickel and penny machines, trade producers, money machines;
large profits on small investments, investigation invited.
PENNY PARLOR, 216i'a South Second Street, Albuquerque, N. M.

c
o

TUESDAY, AUGUST

FINE HORSEFLESH

COB

ALBUQUERQUE

28, 1906.

'

Alamosa, Colo., club, and was received
with loud applause from the spectators of the game. Santa Fe won the
game 18 to 9.

TO FAIR

Some of the Best Racing Ever
Witnessed Here Will Take
Place This Fall.

Tho nrnn milled off three doubles
when playing with El
on Sunday
Paso. Corhan started two or tnem.
with Clnncv acting as a pivot at sec
ond, the second out being made on
eiifh ixTflslon bv Conway at first.
Conway caught a drive and whipped
it over to Corhan at seconu, maKing
the third.
DEMOCRATS ENDORSE
GOV. KIBBEY

NAMES OF HOKSES ENTERED

IN

ARIZONA

Phoenix. Ariz., dispatch dated
Saturday
At Mesa
Aug. 27,- says:
there was an unexpected action by the
s
Colorado's Best Coming
democrats when they endorsed J. E.
Klbbcy, the republican chief executWill Enter
ive of the territory, for what he has
accomplished through the board of
Animals "Also.
eaualizatlon with reference to taxing
the mining corporations and railroads.
pledged to use its
Whin the Marter springs the bar- The delegation wassecuring
toward
the enInfluence
to
horses
rier on the first bunch ol
of the governor at the
dorsement
annual county and territorial conventions.
fae him at the twenty-sixtTalr's race meet this fall, and the packed grand stand voices In one accord
LOCAL PARAGRAPHS
those stirring words, "They're off."
will
be
grounds
the stables at the fair
sntltering more high class horse flesh
thp.n evt-- boarded at one time within
Iouls Campana, the stcond cook at
the stalls before.
the Alvarado, who Jumped out of a
running
Sixty-eigh- t
horses for the
second story window of the hotel on
events have already been entered and the night oi the smoke ana broKe his
sixty-eighdoing
t
are
every one of the
ankle, is out of the hospital and will
things on the Colorado Springs track leave this evening for Chicago, to renow. and have been "going some" at main until he Is able to go to work
tue Overland I'ark and other Colorado again. He is now getting about on
meets. Not "dogs" are these horses crutches.
that have been secured for the twenty-ty-sixtC. M. Christensen, who has been In
annual fair, but ponies that the drug business at Las Vegas, Is
get over the ground In a manner to down from the Meadow City, shaking
bring cheers to the lips of the spec- hands with old friends. Mr. Christentators and purses to the pockets of sen will be remembered by many In
their owners.
Albuquerque as an attache of the
The harness entries, too, have been Mann Drug company of this city, formore than well looked after and It is merly occupying the stand
now known
In these that the greatest interest will as the Williams drug store.
The many $1,000
no doubt center.
Holbrook, Arizona, Argus says:
stake races on the card for the fall The Marquett,
a government sheep
meet and the prospect of some of the Geo.
has had charge of the
greatest sport ever seen on western inspector, who
Silver Creek vats, passed through here
tracks, have been the means of In- the
fore part of the week on his way
teresting a number of western horse- to Albuquerque.
Mr. Marquett super
men in the Albuquerque meet who
dipping oi nearly 175,000
intended
the
up
burg
passed
have heretofore
this
sheep and speaking about the plant he
as a good racing proposition.
says it Is one of the finest in tho west
A.
E.
Coleburn, Denver's millionaire
Col. J. G. Albright, the Albuquer
kings,"
follower of the "sport of
has
become interested for the first time In quean who Is making a record for
the Albuquerque fan meet and will be Himself in the organization of Ked
on the spot In person this fall to see Men lodges In Wyoming, Is now athis horses race for the Moot & Chan-do- Douglas, that state, and has iorwardstake, the Surburg Plug Cut stake, ed this office with a copy of the cata
second annual Wyoming
the Carnation Cream stake, or some logue of tho
of the other stakes, all worth $1,000 state fair to be held at Douglas, Sept.
to the winner. Among some of the 25 to 2S, inclusive. Col. Albright says
horses of Mr. Coleburn to be en- it will be the biggest fair ever held
tered are Rex Colorado, entered for In Wyoming, and he would like to see
tlfb 2:20 trot, Congressman Sibley, en- The Evening Citizen represented.
Hon.
olomon Luna Is In the city
trots
tered for the 2:20 and
and last, but not least by any means, from Los Lunas in eonipany with Hon.
his famous Highball, one of the Idols H. O. Bursum, chairman of the terriof. the western turf, who will start torial republican central committee,
who came down from Las Vegas last
in the 2:09 pace.
F. L. Byers Is another well known night. Both gentlemen are confident
western horseman who has interested of the carrying ,i statehood In New
himself In Albuquerque's race meet. Mexico. Mr. Luna nas just returned
He has entered Redemption in the from his ranges In western Socorro
county, where he personally superin
free for all trot.
O. C. Adamson, also of Denver, has tended the dipping of his flocks oi
entered Ginger In the 2:09 and 2:13 sheep, rie reports the sheep of his
pacing events and Happy Allerton In section in excellent condition.
the 2:17 and 2:25 pace.
Postmaster Hopkins yesterday reAmong others of the
ceived a communication from J. K.
horsemen who have entered their ani- Taylor, supervising architect for the
mals for the fall meet here are the fol- government at Washington, requesting
lowing:
additional information aliout the nec
S. M. Bush of Denver enters
essary requirements of a postoffice
In the 2:17 and 2:13 pacing building for Albuquerque.
A map of
events.
the building lite, made by Engineer
J. A. Burnett of Denver, enters Pitt Robs, was sent to Washington,
Knoxie in the 2:Z paoe.
but it seems to have not been suffi
Charles Closson of Santa Fo enters cient informntlon. The information
Albertus in the 2:20 and
asked for now Is the number of lock
trots and Daniel J. in the 2:13 and boxes needed, the number of clerks to
2:09 pace.
be accommodated and the number of
Charles Coe oi Las Vegas, enters windows desired. The request for this
Monkey Mck In the 2:13 pace.
Information is evidence that the Albu
Dr. G. D. Dulin or Los Animas, Co!., querqiie government building Is
enters Arra E. In the 2:17 and 2:13
due attention from the depart
pace, and Looking Out In the 2:25 ment.
pace.
Jack Sproule of Pueblo enters EdTELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
na M. in the 2:20 and
A

h

.

r

h

n

free-for-a- ll

n

free-for-a-

free-for-a-

ll

trots.

J. O. Garrick of Pueblo enters
break In the 2:20 and

Day-

Spelter.

free-for-a-

trot.

F. G. Peck of Colorado Springs, enters Kiowa in the 2:i3 and 2:09 pace.
The Albuquerque horsemen 'will be
plentifully represented In the different events and already have their
horses stabled ati the local track, trying them out almost daily in preparation for the big events that are to be
puned off here from September 17 to
September 22. Inclusive.
Among local owners, who will enter
horses, are the following:
Joseph Barnett, enters Stranger O.
in the 2:09 pace, Hallna Morgan in
the 2:13 pace, Clara B. In the 2:25
and 2:17 pace and Osceolo In the 2:20
and
trot.
r
Dr. J. F. Pearce enters Master
in the
trot.
B. Huntington enters Grisette in the
2:20 trot.
R. H. Gptenleaf enters McGinty in
the 2:2b and
trot.
W. I.. Trimble enters Mozelle In
the 2:25 and 2:17 pace.
Enill Mann enters Exodus' in the
2:17 and 2:13 pace, and Boone in the
2:20 trot.
Jake
enters Shecam in the
2:13 and 2:09 pace.
free-for-a-

Del-ma-

free-for-a-

free-for-a-

St.

Ixuis,

Aug. 28.

Spelter,

firm,

$5.90.

New
firm,

per

Money Market.
Aug. 28. Money on call,
per cent; mercantile pa

fork,

3Qo
0 per

cent; bar silver

tiGc.

Grain and Provisions.
Chicago, Aug. 28. Close:
Wheats-Sep-t.
71
Uc; Dec. 54 Uc
Con. Sept. 48i4c; Dec. 44 Vic.
Oats Sept. 29Vfcc; Dec. 30Vic.
Pork Sept. $17.00; Jan. $13.40.
Lard Sept. $8.67Vi: Oct. $8.75.
Ribs Sept. $8.05; Oct. $8.75.
Chicago Livestock.
Chicago, Aug. 28. Cattle receipts,
10,000; market, steady. Beeves, $3.90
6.60; cows and heifers, $1.255.20;
stockers and feeders, $2.40 4.30;
Texans, $3.50tf? 4.50; western, $3.50(5
5.25; calves, $5.257.50.
Sheep, 18,000; market, steady. Sheep
$3.70(05.60; lambs, $4.667.85.

Kansas City Livestock.
Kansas City, Aug. 28. Cattle receipts, 18,000; market, Bteady. Native
steers,
steers. $4.006.3O; southern
$2.7O(fi4.0O;
southern cows, $2.00
3.10; native cows and heifers, $2.00
BASE
5.0U;
stockers and feeders, iz.ZQtC
4.50; bulls, $2.00(9 3.15; calves, $3.00
fi.73;
western
steers,
$3.40fi 6.00;
cows, $2.00 Si 4.00.
RIGHTJFF THE REEL western
Sheep receipts, 6,000, market strong.
Muttons, $4.t)0(g5.50; lambs, $6.0O&
Both Moreucl and Clitton have en- 7.75; range wethers, $4.50(0 5.75; ewes,
tered In the territorial fair tourna- $ 4.25 ft 5.5o.
ment, so there is likely to be some
hard fighting for that $7u0 purse. AMENDMENTS TO A. O. U. W.
CONSTITUTION CONSIDERED
These teams are hot rivals of the
Janesvllle,
Wis.,
Aug.
2S. The
diamond and would themselves furnish material for a hot tournament. grand lodge of the Ancient Order of
Trinidad has also entered the Big Six Lnited Workmen of Wisconsin ouen- team. Santa Ke can be counted on ed Its special session here this mornat Odd Fellows' hall. Grand Mas.
and Albuquerque is going to le there ing
with both feet, and all tn them are ,er J. M. Thayerman of Jancsville
going into the tournament with a view presided. The special session will
to getting first money. That ought to last two days, and is of considerable
to the
make the right kind of a tournament. importance, as amendments
beneficiary articles of the constituAlbuquerque hiis received an invita- tion of the order are to be discussed.
tion to attend a liaseliall tournament It U believed that the Wisconsin Jurto be pulled off at Globe, Ariz., be- isdiction will not approve of the retween September 29 and October 7, cent raising of the assessment rates
Inclusive, mid it is very likely that by the supreme lodge.
the Browns will accept. Bv the close
THE VALLEY RANCH OPEN
of the territorial fair tournament the
Browns wlil l e utronger I ha n ever before, and the $1,(hio first money would
The Valley ranch on the upper
be a nice bit to break up among the Pecos river is now open for any who
players as wages for the senson's wish trout fishing or hunting or a stay
In the mountains.
work.
Good, wholesome
At Santa Fe Sunday, William Mc- food, ample accommodations. Had die
intosh, president of the Mcln'osh and driving horses. Take any train
Browns, gave the Santa Fe Grays $Hi on the Santa Fe stopping at (Jloiietta.
to be used as expense money for a Notify by mail or wire and Valley
team coming to the territorial fair ranch wagon will meet you. Will also
representing Santa Fe. The announcehaul parties or baggaye to any point
ment of the gift was mada just prior on the Pecos river. Address The Valto a game between the Grays and the ley Ranch, Pecos, N. M.
A--
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Red." it would appear there are two
Girls in Red. '
T COUNTY IS
Mits Davis' Letter.
Miss Davis In explaining the cirwrites: "I think It Is only
ARE APPOINTED cumstance,
VERY PROSPEROUS
fair to you and to my friends in las
Vegas to write and deny the story
In
that I committed suicide
Ft. Worth.
Is by all odds the most consplo
Texas.
To Sheep and Wool Growers
"The only explanation that 1 can of- Mlnlnn Arflvlfv nf niOrlrf
tious piece of furniture In your
dining room; hence, It should
fer, as to how the papers got me conConventlon-Bernalil- lo
combine the
fused with tho party who committed
on ExBorders
suicide, is that while we were in Ixis
Artlstlo With the Useful.
Angfles there was a girl who rode,
You ii experience a feeling of
citement.
or at least tried to ride, one of our
satisfaction when you act T
uorses. but was unsuccessful, she
hostess If your table Is
good
was Jealous of my reputation and tried SILVER
one. Be
APPOINTS TEN DELEGATES to
5d tv,v V mm.
CITY
IS
BOOMING
pass as tne 'Girl In Red.' I paid no
Modern or Colonial
attention to her as most every one on
In
Quartered,
or
Golden
coast knew different. I suppose
Wheathered Oak, we are confiThose Appointed Recently From the
this is the girl who later went to Gooch Was a Trusty at the Grant
dent you'll find our prices for
and committed suicide. Her
Teis
"quality furniture nearly as
County Jail and His Escape
Mora and Valencia
name was Nellie De Vaughn and her
cheap as you'll pay elsewhere
Was Easily Accomplished.
husband was blacksmith.
Counties.
for the commonplace.
"In closing I want to thank you and
THERE ARE DIFFERENT GRADES
all my friends for tne couresles you
Hon. W. B. Wnlton, editor of the
Everytning at present points to an showed me while I was in the Meadat different prices, but each is as good furniture as
exceptionally large number of dele- ow City, and I still remain the living Silver City Independent, one of the
most influential democratic publicagates being prtBent at tho first an- 'Girl in Red Instead of n dead one."
can be built in its respective line.
tions in tho territory, Is spending the
nual convention of the New Mexico
day in the city, talking politics with
Sheep and Wool Growers' convention
local democrats and boosting for Silto be held in this city September 18, JOTTINGS FROM POver City.
19 and 21.
"The democrats of Grant county are
Almost all of the county commisLICE COURT CIRCLES for Joint statehood," said Mr. Walton,
sioners of me various counties ,who
"and Silver City is seeing tho best
have not yet appointed their delegates
times ot Its life. I am up here merely
are doing .so now and a complete list
308-31- 0
Ave.,
N. AT.
of the delegates will be published in BUSINESS TOOK A SLUMP ONE on business.
"The
will
county
Grant
VAQ
democrats
DRUNK AND A
these columns as soon as all the
THE
hold their primaries next Saturday
names of delegates appointed have
RESULT.
night, and the county convention will
been received by President Solomon
Business In police court circles took be pulled off at Silver City on SeptemLuna.
The county commissioners of Va- a decided slump this morning over ber 8. We are going to nominate a
lencia county have appointed the fol- yesterday's business, only one drunk full cflunty ticket and that's not all
lowing delegates from that county to and a vag ielng up before l"olice we are going to elect our candidates.
Crawford.
About our town, you can say that
the sheep and wool growers' conven- Judge
Roy
a printer, was arrested there is more doing there now than
tion to be held In this city during fair
last nigut by one of the Santa Fe spe- ever before In the history of the place.
week :
Ellas Francis, Pablo Pena, Ysldro cial officers, while attempting to ride It Is a repetition of the good times of
Chavez, Pablo Castillo, Nicolas S. a "side door Pullman" out of town. He the early days, when the Hearst
Sanchez, Patiicinlo Gabaldon, Bernar- was given ten days on the chain gang. smelter was running full blaBt, and
Juan Gutlerrtz was drunk and
more, too. Mining In Grant county
dino Sedillo, Ubaldo Sanchez and Dieon the streets when arrested has reached a point of activity that
go Aragon.
The county commissioners of Mora last evening. He was fined $3 in po- borders on excitement. Most of the
old mines are being worked fit!! force
county have appointed Simon Vorem-ber- lice court this morning.
As yet the olice have failed to get and many new mines are being opened
of Wagon Mound, Lugenlo Roany
B.
B. Boulden. who for- up.
trace of
Property worth a few t:utis.tnd
mero of Mora, F .S. Ortega, Wagon
Mound, George Gonzales, Roy; Vicente ged F. H. Kent's signature to two dollars n year ago could ruit be
price,
F. Mares, Wagon Mound; Alberto Val-de- checks which he cashed at local sa- touched for many times th:
and the town Is building at a rate
Ocate; Sacramento Baca, Shoe- loons.
Colo. Phone Blk 93
Aoto. Phone
which makes a demand for material
maker; H. C. Abbott. El Sauz. and
and workmen that is greater than the
Jose Demetrlo Medina, Wagon Mound, ANOTHER
EXHIBIT
supply. Work of all kinds is very
as delegates to the wool growers' conplentiful and the stores are ail enjoyvention.
ing a good business."
The board of county commissioners
FOR ANNUAL FAIR
Gooch Was a Trusty.
of Bernalillo county has appointed
Mr. Walton says that B. F. Gooch,
the following delegates to the wool
who escaped from the Grant county
growers' convention:
FROM
CHICAGO,
BY
CHICAGO Jail on Saturday night, was a trusty.
AGENTS
Gus Thelln, Francisco
Lucero y
FLEXIBLE
SHAFT COMPANY.
In October, 19(12, Gooch shot J. B.
-- iontoya, Ambroclo
Candelaria, AnWRITES PRESIDENT
Ross, on the Mlmbres river, with a
dreas Romero, Santiago Garcia, W.
LUNA.
pistol, killing him instantly. He was
P. Metcalf, Estanlslado Padilla. W. H.
released on a bond of $5,000 to await
Hahn, G. L. Proons and Filomeno
President Luna of the Twenty-sixt.
Mora.
Annual Fair association, has received trial, but disappeared a short time beSTEEL BALL BEARINGS, NONE
the following letter from officers of fore court met. After he had been
'
the Chicago Flexible Shaft company, absent about six months the Grant
BETTER OR PRICES COMPARE
EKPORT DEPARTMENT
received a comrelative to a display at the territorial county authorities Washington
.
author-from
munication
fair:
"Replying to yours of the ICth, we Hies stating that there was a man up
ON SECOND FLOOR beg
a man in
to state that we would like to ex- there who saidN.heM.had killed
The man proved
hibit our power sheep shearing ma- Grant county,
117 Gold Avenue
chine at your territorial fair, and will to be Gooch, and he was returned to
SAID CLERK TO FRIEND OF B. S. be glad to have particulars in regard Sliver City, where he was later found
to bo Insane. The
to space. We would like to exhibit by Judge Parker
RODEY, WHEN ASKED FOR
of the court was that Gooch
jtwo of our power shearing machines decree
GOODS TO BE SHIPPED
Don't Dispute with
Woman,
be sent to the Insane asylum at
and would require a space of about should
deexpense
TO NEW MEXICO.
The
relatives.
of
his
the
Especially,
10x15 feet. If we can get a good locayou
if
she
to order
tells
cree of the court was never carried
sack of
tion we would give an exhibition
out, and for the past couple of years
The following story, taken from the would be a very attractive featurethat
EMPRE8S FLOUR.
of Gooch has been a trusty at the Grant
Saturday Evening Post, of September the show. Very truly yours,
county
excuse, (U you should tos
Make
took
Saturday
he
so
On
1, relative to the story telling powers
Jail.
"CHICAGO FLEXIBLE SHAFT CO."
get the order), that you could not
of Judge B. S. Rodey, formerly of this
Manager McCanna states that the French leave over the back fence.
find It, for every flrstrtiase
grow
city, but now a Judge In tho Philip- ' space asked for by the above people
handles EMPRESS. Ton Trill always
pines, shows thnt, though gone, 'Mr. will be granted them, and as a conse-'quen- MEMORIAL MASS
find good bread, good biscuits, goo
FOR YOUNG MARTINEZ
Kodey Is not forgotten:
their exhibit will form a part
most Important of aft.
, pastry and
Territorial friends have received
Former Delegate B. S. Rodey of of the exhibits to be seen at the forthgood cheer to greet you when yea
New Mexico, who has been appointed coming fair.
cards asking for their assistance lu
,
come home for your dinner. Try M.
person or spirit at the memorial mass
a Judge In the Philippines by the president, Is one of the most ardent advoEMPRESS FLOUR Is the Empress
which was held today at the Church
cates of joint statehood for New Mex- FA1NGT0N FAIR AND
of the Sacred Heart in El Paso for
all ethers.
ico. He fought long and well. A
the late Alejandro Martinez. The de
ceased met his death several weeks
before he left congress he was
FRUIT CARNIVAL ago as a result of a hunting accident,
bewailing his fate.
a shotgun which he was carrying hav
"It seems to me," he said, "that the
Wholesale Agent Albuquerque, N. X.
ing been accidentally discharged while
American people, or half of them, do
he was climbing into a buggy. The
not care anything about New Mexico, WILL BE A PIPPIN, SAYS JNVITA-TIONfull charge struck him In the breast
with her marvelous resources, and
SENT OUT DATES OF
and death resulted Instantaneously.
THE CARNIVAL.
that the other half do not know where
The young man was a Bon of Felix
the territory Is. A friend of mine went
An Invitation, enclosed in an envel- Martinez, a former well known rest
to New lork to buy some goods. He
entered a big wholesale house and ope which bore the Imprint of a big dent of New Mexico, who Is now
And Careful Dispensing, go to
said he wanted to get some stuff for red apple, with the following printed living at El Paso.
shipment to New Mexico.
thereon: "The Home of the Big Red
The Basy Little Drag Store
BANKRUPT SALE
"Without looking up from his work Apple. Farmington, N. M. Fair and
at
Fruit Carnival. September 18 to 21
the clerk he accosted said:
1 West Railroad Avenue
Of liquors, diamonds and household
" 'Export
department
on second '00. It Will Be a Pippin," has been 'goods of Lldke estate at Greenleaf
floor.' "
received by The Evening Citizen from building, 116 West Silver avenue, at
those In charge of the fair and fruit 10 a. m. Wednesday, August 29, 1906.
carnival to be held there on the dates
runner lniormaiion appiy 10
RIELE TEAM LEAVES
above mentioned.
Frank If. Moore, trustee In bankruptThe invitation requests the pres- cy, room 9, Barnett building, Albu
ence of the party receiving
M.
to a
FOR SEA GIRT, N. J. dinner to lie given by the fairit com- querque, N.
m.
117 West Railroad Avsnuu
Albuquerque to Both Telephones.
mittee on September 19, the second'
JemeM every Hmy
day of the fair, and lB signed by A. M.
peek
In the
ex.
cept Sunder. InHUNTING FOR A
Fifteen picked men from the Edwards, president, and John C. Hub- quire mt
CHOICE CIGAR!
secretary.
bard,
guard leave to
national
Andrea Ron.
compete in national
Case of seek no farther. The White
ero's Hemt mrnrh'
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM,
SHOOT.
rf. 711 W. bold
Lily fills the bill so completely that
BREAD and take no other.
Avenue.
It's a waste of, time to IcHc longer.
The territorial rifio team, the pickThe Walte Lily Is u little dandy
ed shots of the New Mexico National
straight to'Moco, mild, fragrant and
Guard, left Las Vegas yesterday afternoon on No. i. for Sea Girt, N. J., to
a delight to the eye and touch be
compete In the national shoot at that
cause
of the skilful way It as rolled
place, under tde command of Brigadier
$2 the box of GO; 6 cents for
single
General Tarkington of Santa Fe, who
sample.
will act as captain of the team. Major
, ;
R. C. Rankin of Las Vegas accompanied as coach and Captain E. C. Abbott of Santa Fe went along as spot113!, WEST RAILROAD AVENUts
ter.
The party will go over the Santa
Fe to Chicago, where they will spend
For prices on fixtures and house-wireina half day, from there to Niagara
Estimates cheerfully furnished on Lighting,
Falls, where they wi 1 make several
bide trips, then to Buffalo, from them;
Power and Pumping Plants.
to Albany, where they will take a boat
and go down the Hudson river to New
York City, From New York the team
The telephone
The telephone preserve your
makes the
will go by rail to Sea Girt. The return
trip will be made by the way of
duties lighter, the cares less,
health, prolongs your life snd
i.ieveiana, unio, and by boat over
Lake Erie to Chicago and back again
protects your home.
and the worries fewer.
oer the Santa Fe railroad. They expect to return to the territory by the
YOU NEED A TELEPHONE
IN YOUR
HOME
Hi(h of September.

E DELEGATES
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THE DINING TABLE

County

r

Mlhert Faher
Railroad

The

Beer

That

Albuquerque,

Makes Milwaukee Jealous

PILSENER BEER
Southwestern Brewery
and Ice Company

292

FURNITURE AND CROCKERY

"

New Home Sewing Machines
BORRADAILE

& CO.,

ce

t

few-day- s

M. BERGER,

"

S

Fo Prompt Service, Courteous Treatment

I

The Williams Drug Company

j

THE BLUE FRONT

'

See Bartlett, the Electrician

gj

A.

J.

RICHARDS

g.

Convenience - Comfort - Security

We Do General Machine Repairing

Mail Orders Given Special Attention

GIRL IN RED

LIVES

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.
216'j South Second Street. Phone Auto. 557

SHE IS NOT DEAD
HE WRITES THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC A LETTER OF EXPLANATION.

"Tbe Gill in Red" Is very much
alive. That is, the "Girl in Red," Miss
l.oiena Davis, who rode the famous
diving horses wi'h hn Carver show.
is doing her hair raising turn at St.
Joe, Mo., with the Carver comhina.ion.
She has written the Oi tic a letter in
she i very much
which she
alive, despite efforts of tho territorial
presM to kill 1. r.
And she has sur-

vived it all.
In 'he le'tor slie 4xiiins
that
"The Girl in Hed" is a sort of dual
personality. Not a Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Hyde matter, if you please. fYoin her
letter and the puMifchrd story concern
ing the death of t'tie otner "Girl in

ALBUQUERQUE,

N. M.

I

i0

s)0K00000
T1KEAD
Than

Home-Mad-

0K000)

JOSEPH

BARNETT,

Prop'r.

Finest Whiskies

b

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

fE

,

SAMRLtC A NO
CLUB ROOMS

AVE.

STEVENS & BOWYER, Proprietors
Better

.

j t 2 0 West Railroad Avenae

213 WEST RAILROAD

UL'TTKK NUT

The St. Elmo

?

TO THE

FINi: LINK OF
CVKKS
Always

on Hand.

All City and Outside Orders Promptly Attended to

e

LADIES:

Hot weather Is here too warm to wash and Iron. Bend your
Shirt Waists and White Dresses to us. We will laundry them cor
recti y aint will deliver them to you In a nice box they will not be)
crushed or wrinkled. Domestic or gloes finish.
Back of Postoffice.
Call the Red Wagons.
Auto., 319; Colo, Red 148.

Imperial Laundry Co.

0

f
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W. LAWSON WRITES HOT ARTICLE

"SYSTEM'S"

ON

LATEST

BIG

TUESDAY, AUGUST 28, 1906.

fffifeil

COUP

DECLARES THAT HARRIMAN, ROGERS. AND ROCKEFELLER. WITH
THEIR ROBBING MACHINE. MADE OVER NIGHT $100,000,000 TO
OPERATION.
RAILROAD
S150.000.000 IN THE GREAT PACIFIC
A3 PRESIDENT OF THE TWO BIG
CHARGES THAT HARRIMAN.
OWNERS
OF
RAILROADS. DECEIVED THE STOCKHOLDERS
SHARES, MADE AFRAID BY 'FRISCO EARTHQUAKE, SOLD TOO
CHEAP, AND "THE SYSTEM" GAINED ENORMOUSLY.
r
friends cleaned up over night from
Sperlnl Correspondence.
$tiM).ion,iMiu to $150,(100,(100.
Now York, Auk. 28. Now Unit the
Harrinian's principal partners in
Cyclone has begun to wane in Wall ballooning Southern and Union Pa
Street and the operators see daylight cific, dragging up nearly all values,
through the dust, there Is hot. haired were William Rockefeller, Henry H.
Harrlinan anil his lingers and H. C. Frick.
Xor Edward H.
Harriman. as president of the two
Standard Oil associates In the great
Pacific railroad operation. They have Pacific railroads, rules their destinies
demonstrated how easy It Is to clean with an Iron fist. Wall street calls
up millions when insiders deal the him a sphinx.
Months ago, when the Union PaCards.
Wall street considers itself duped. cific dividend was Increased to 6 per
So do the dumped stockholders in cent, Harriman was lauded to the
Pout hern and Union Pacific. Thomas skies as a wizard in railroading. He
written Ret aside a large amount of gross
!W. Ivawson. in a statement
while
for improvements,
exlusively for this newspaper at his earnings
tome, "Drenmwold," near Boston, stockholders confidently looked forWhere he remnined silent for weeks, ward to the time when Union PaOwing to the illness and death of his cific would be aide to pay as much
and his as 7 per cent a year. The same sort
wife, says that Harriman

MEW MEXICO

MIA
ALBUQUERQUE
September

AUTHOR OF "FRENZIED FINANCE."

EDWARD

H. HARRIMAN.

was going on in the! the actual reality. Confident in the
Southern Pacific, where shareholders strength of his position, which would
expected that they would now getjat any moment allow him to dictate
been
their first dividends, and that It niuch larger dividends ofthan hadsecurltheir
anticipated on either
would be 3 percent.
were buy- c-i
u
,n. ties, he and his associates
ertngs
aster, which not only lay in waste ers of these stocks whenever of
a Prlces
"'
the chief city on the Southern Pacific were to them.
but filled with dismay them's
The earthquake was to them
who saw
lone natient shareholders
,mlr hr,ou fr,r Hlvlrlen1a il lm nierin v. heaven sent opportunity to secure
nwnpM TCa MIS of stock at bargain prices from
h,,lilor4
An.l 1Tnln I'aniftf
of the the timid ones who were ignorant of
also of practically one-ha- lf
whole $200,000,000 outstanding stock the true stute or ariairs.
nf (ho Southern Pacific, were also! What, was their dumbfoundment
naturallv In desnalr. It was noticed! when U. P. dividends were tardily an- that they got no cheer from Han - nounced at 10 and S. P. at 5.
It Is openly charged that these an- man.
unui
had been nouncemeiits were withheld
For months Harriman
planning a bull killing.
He alone Harrlman's plans for his killing were
knew exactly of what these western complete, and that he withheld
Wall
stockholders.
from
railroads were capable. Their bookkeeping "was Greek to all others. By street wants to know now If the pres
a mere direction to his office force, he ident of a corporation, morally and in
could change the accounts so that the nnv nnnrt nf poll itv ever heard of, Is
former hopes of the most optimistic not the natural guardian of his stock
would be dull in comparison with" holders' interests.

mi

infor-mutti-

"i

"

THOS. W. LAWSON.
power
to make wrecking lesson to make them seeII it had been in my
"d feel what I have been blographto order an example of the sieved- - fing
for them.
Systems
down hellishness of
The Svstem.. controls 15.000 miles
work, I could not have jellied and cf railroad, built, paid for and
it as did old Dame Fate, last ported by the people. The industry
railroads
week. Every week or two for twenty-- i of the people along these
grow.
to
railroads
the
caused
four long months I have straddled the Commensurate wlth thelr growth
ridge pole and lunged it to the world: xhe System" pumped water Into the
"Watch out; they are strawing the railroads' stocks and bonds until their
paper value was such that the money
pit!"
From the people's world rang back requirements for interest and divi- dends took all the profits profits
the answer:
"We're on."
made by retaining in the latter days
But at last came a day when circum- of railroad prosperity the high freight
stances prevented me from shouting and passenger rates of pioneer rall- and the agile "System," quicker than road poverty.
At the beginning of
Illustration:
the hounds of hell, sprang their coup.
Unmindful of the terrific price paid 1906 the stock ct these two railroads
by some of us to warn them, the fool stood at 4,000,ihmi shares or $400,000,-Bectlo- n
of the people swarmed to re- - 000. The Union Pacific was paying 6
spond. Right now nothing remains per cent per annum. As more than
was
($300,()o0,u,- mt the coming heartrending and soul-- ! 3,000.000 shares

ie

sup-glass-

j

water, the interest return was a
strong 24 per cent, while the farmer
along the line secured only from 4 to
6 per cent. But for the hellish work- ings of "The System"
of all this profit would have come
back to the people in reduced freight
and passenger rates.
This was at the beginning of 1906.
Tremendous prosperity had been ours
for a number of yeurs. "The System," convinced that such prosperity
could not long continue, determined to
give the banner illustration of their
power and the people's helplessness.
Then came the coup.
Rogers and Rockefeller instructed
their first lieutenant. Harriman. to
get ready the robbing machine for a
monster grinding. For months past
Harriman has disguised the earnings
of the two railroads and has given
forth statements calculated to make
owners of the stock sell out at
bottom prices. The stockholders did
sell out and at bottom prices. Harrl-!- a
man and his bosses and their pals
have bought some 2,500,000 shares at
these prices.
Then over night, Rogers, Rocke- three-quarte-

ami Harriman jumped
Idend to 10 per cent or 40 on

feiw

the dlv
the real

cnnltnl. Over night they "made" from
SIOO OOO.OOO to $150,000,000.
When they have unloaded on the
people and sold short 2.500,000 U. P.
shares more they will cut the dividend over night and make another
$100.0(10.000
or $150,000,000.
Then, perhaps, the people, once
tricked, deluded and robbed, this time
to their verv pelts, will realize what
I have been trying to drill into their
skulls.
Through it all, the real workmen of
America, the dwellers along the lines
of the railroads, continue to pay the
rates and fares which they paid in
the beginning, when they gave their
federal. Btate and city money aid on
the promise of reductions when the
railroads crew.
Bear in mind that while the lllus-th- e
tratlon and explanation I have given
affects only two railroads, there are
hundred planning, working and
enormously profiting by the self same

rs

j

coup.

THOMAS W. LAWSON,
Dreamwold, August 21, 190(1.

AFFLICTION COMES
TO FATHER JUILLARD.
Father Juillard has recently re- ceived the sad news of the death of
his brother in Campbodge. Asia,
where he was inspector general of
the French forces stationed at that
point, says the Gallup Republican.
Fever was the cause of death. A
short time ago another brother was
killed in one of the riots In central
China. He was in command of a
small detachment of French soldiers,
s:ationed at a fort, the coolies who
were in rebellion killed him. but
the shot which proved mortal
ended his life he rallied his soldiers
and drove the rebels tff and a number
were killed.

DENVER
i

twHanils

!

Hair

.

find-alta-

,,

F.ve-ythii-

k'-i-

"Scenic Line of the World'
Shortest and quickest line from
Santa Fe to Denver, Pueblo and Colorado Springs and all Colorado
points. Connection at Denver and Pueblo with alt lines east and west.
Time as quick and rates as low as by
and other lines.

STAHL WILL HAVE
OPERATION PERFORMED
J. H. Stahl. the architect, who is
now building the Catholic church at
La Mesllla, and who is also building
the Lohman block In Las Cruces,
through advice of Dr. R. E. McBrlde,
will leave for New Orleans soon to
have an operation performed, says the
Las Cruces Citizen. Mr. Stahl put up
the First National bank building, one
among the finest structures In southern New Mexico, and has several other buildings to put up in the valley.
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DOUBLE
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Maneuver by United 8tatet Troop,
Baby Show.
Jersey Stock Show.
Poultry Exhibit.
Trades Display.
Flower Parade.
Montezuma Ball.
Carnival attractions, with 20 shows on the
streets carnival all the time.
80METHING DOING ALL THE TIME.

mm

in

of the camp or in her environs who is civil service board, has been notified
that the following passed the civil A
in favor of Jointure.

IS READY

1

Territorial Fairs for quarter of a century,
bat nothing like this

PRINTER AT ESTANGIA
Bisbee will don her gladdest rai- service examination for letter carHives, eczema, ltcn or salt rheum
ment for the occasion, and extend to rier and postoffice clerk at Santa Fe,
PROVED A FORGER sets you crazy. Can't bear the touch
CONVENTION the sons of Arizona who come here which was taken by five local resiFOR
of your clothing. Doan's Ointment
to name their respective candidates dents: James C. Harvey, 84.05 per
cures the most obstinate cases. Why
for territorial honors the warm hand cent; Roland V. Wlttman, 77.90 per
After having oeen employed at the suffer. All druggists sell It.
Bisbee is already known cent, and Harry O. Hogle, 71.30 per
FOR
ENTER- of welcome.
ARRANGEMENTS
great- cent. The last named has been acting Estancia News office aliout ten days,
as
throughout
the
the
territory
TAINING DELEGATES ARE
est community in Arizona, but her re- - as emergency substitute letter carrier Harry C. v aden, alias Richardson,
COMPLETED.
Ar.l
cent rapid strides will now be known 'and has given good satisfaction. From alias Jackson, took French- leave of
far and wide to those who have not these three Postmaster Walter will town last Sunday evening,- forgetting
say
to
Mrs.
anything
at
Averill,
to
past appoint a substitute olrk, the only
Bisbee Is preparing with a will for visited within her gates for the
vacancy at nreaent on the Santa Fe whose hostelry he had stopped while
PURE
the entertainment of the delegates to few veara
here, says the Estancia News. Oa
postoffice force.
the Ariaona territorial conventions to
night he became Interested
Saturday
be held September 6, says the Refin a game of poker at Gregg's place,
OFFICIAL MATTERS
MERCHANT TAILORING
view. With a vim that is characterisand came out second best. After dis
tic of Bisbee when she starts out to
posing of all the spare cash he had on
UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST hand ne produced a check for $10,
.do things, the finance committee
chosen to prepare for the coming of NOTARIES APPOINTED SAVINGS
RAILROAD
AVENUE. O. BAM- purported to be signed by us, which
tha
DELE.
BANK ORGANIZED
BINI, PROPRIETOR.
the political men of both parties
was taken without any questions, unGATE TO SHEEP
started out the other day to raise suftil later It was found that he ncl
ficient money to properly take care
My merchant tallortng snop ts up- omitted endorsing
It. On
Sunday
of the guests of the city on the above
avemorning this was called to hl8 attenstairs over No. 209 West Railroad
date, with the result that last night
of
Ernest A. Johnson of Santa Fe has nue, where I solicit the patronage
tion and he then produced a $2t) ehecK
found the coffers of the committee been appointed as referee in bank- the public. All work guaranteed
similar to the first, which Mr. Gregg
exfilled to the amount of $500. Judging ruptcy for the first judicial district
as I have had fifteen years'
readily cashed and with this money
and court by Judge John K. McFle.
from the way that merchants
perience In the business. Suits made the first etieck was redeemed.
capitalists are donating the committo order. Clothes cleaned, pressed ana
As soon as the train with the artist
tee will find itself in good shape by
repaired. The specific I use will not had left Mrs. Averin wired for the arStar Service Discontinued.
plans
carry
out
evening
Injure
to
this
the
The postmaster general has issued
the cloth. Ladles' garments rest of the man and he was detained
which have been promulgated for the orders to discontinue the star ser- also cleaned and walking skirts made at Torrance. As we had only paid
come
who
will
politicians
care of the
vice between Shandou, hterra cuunty, to order. Give me a trial.
him part of his wages, retaining suffi
In from all parts of the territory less and Garfield, Dona Ana county, irom
O. BAMBINI.
cient to protect Mrs. Averill, he at
than three weeks from this day. It is September 15 on.
once wired "s. asking us to straight
will
more,
felt that $7o', or a little
Don't use harsh physics. The rac-iethe matter with her. This mes-tiosuffice to meet the needs of that day,
Delegate to Convention.
weakens the bowels, leads to sage was delivered to us about 9:30,
and i he committee is practically as
Governor Herbert J- Hagerman has chronic constipation. Get Doan's Reg-- three miles out in the country. Why
sured of 'hat amount already, and this appointed P. M. Salmon of liloomfieid ulets. They operate easily, tone the the agent should take such an interest
in but two days of work.
as another territorial delegate to the stomach, cure constljwtlon.
in a stranger, we could not see. We
o
It was on the original program to annual convention of the sheep and
explained that we iiad protected the
have the delegates all come in special wool growers of New Mexico to be IM6. ukoom was
landlady, but suggested that the man
LED TO THE AI.IAH k.,
lin,M Mondav morninr in ilve
rullmuu trains, owing to the fact that held at Albuquerque on September 18.
Thursday a couple left the flood- ,ime . further investigation. Ashe
it was feared that Hinbee hotels could
Notaries Public Appointed.
bound train which was held at the had several days work here yet It an
not lake care of the throng.
This
The following uotaries public luive Alamogordo station and repaired to peared odd that he should leave town
pl.iu has been abandoned since the
court house, where they secured so suddenly. On Monday morning we
Copper Queen management has made been appointed by Governor Hager-th- e
a marriage license and were marrieed were told of the checks and reported
BORAX
arrangements to handle the entire list man:
Samuel A. Frey, .eopold, Grant by Judge O'Reilly, says the Advertis-county- ; it a forgery. The man had been re
of delegates. Rooms at nearby deEugeuo J. H. Koy, Gila, Grant er. They gave their place of
sirable houses have been secured, and
leased the night before at Torrance softens water, makes the skin
George ltosllnton, Carizozo, dence us lawton, Okla., and the and had already made his get away. Clear by temoving Pimples and
all will be taken care of by registerC. Wright, Ai names the license was issued to were The checks were a poor Job, no at
ing a' the t'opper Queen. From the Lincoln county;
Blackheads, whitens the Hands,
llernard Clark and Miss Maria Der' tempt being made to imitate the hand- - frees
ntain hotel they will be assigned their buquerque, Bernalillo county.
the Scalp from Dandruff and
blinn
totally
groom
was
any
rington.
adjoining
buildings.
one familiar with our
quarters in
The
w,iing aud
of Incorporation.
Articles
Beautiful Hair.
makes
usual
wag
the
that
a
forobserved
signature could readily note the
will be a gala !Jy In
September
TaMS Vallev Savings bank.
Placr and
Dbibee, with the big guns of both me ()f ljUKin,.SSi TaoH T.JS c,)linIy Nl.v custom was reversed and the groom g,.ry. The forger had ransacked desks SEND FOR FREE 32 PACE BOOK
leading political parties on the ground, Mexico. Territorial agent, l'osev &. instead of the bride was led to the a,f drawers in the office before
It your dealer hn't
ing the blank cheeks, and when tak tafct
...,
determined to forever Mot out the ef- - Wilson, at Taos. Capital stock. $i:,,.
oo ftubatilute. writ ua tio.in
ing out the same, destroyed the stubbs giving dealer
a name, and w will mail you
......
the work of the Joint isls. It
feet
()f
,llvi,i,.,,
na.
k,,
.. .... a
the
h,iir,.s
ItllQlT
lt)tf
characteristic
itching
The
,n,lila
hw.ll
contain
intense
lt.
. .,,,
. obieci. duiioz a of salt rheum and eczema la instantly as well, so that the missing checks valuaDle tacipca for the Coniplenon, Handa aa4
vro
difficult to imagine a more va,
should not be discovered so readily. hair. Addrea PACIFIC COAST UUKAJt CO,
place than Hislice in whlcli general banking business, liura'ion, allayed
by applying Chamberlain's
showed, that he was onto Cmtago, il."
ta hi. 1.1 the conventions of the two fifty years. Incorporators, Howaid S Salve. As
sKin diseases' his hmiiiess and not a novice at the
cure
for
a
parties, in view of the sentiment pre- Heed. Charles II. Ingraham, Richard 'lis salve Is uncqualej. For sale iy
wi rfc
vailing at this time on the statehood H. Manila, Napoleon II. I.aiiiiilin of all druggists.
N.i I'.oubi he will again seek employquestion. The very atmosphere of the Santa Fe and Posey S. Wilson of
ment ji some of '.he printing offices
BORAX SOAP
"greatest mining camp on earth" Tans.
TELEPHONE US YOUR ORDER an
;iaiu lik for green fields.
reeks with the sentiment of
FOR THAT COAL YOU ARE GOING
thoroub.y but wlU not Injun th But
tiiim
a
It is doubtful if there
Bet will tl ludacelurt. AU STO-Pawed Civil Service Examination.
ti.in.ati
TO STOCK
FOR NEXT WINTER.
M,
Trv n Citizen Want si
Joyul son of Arizona within the liui.'.s
Charles J. Pars', lis?,
tai'v of l':e W. H. HAHN & Cf .
BiSBEE

7th to 22nd,

2:18 Pace Surburg's Grain Plug Cut To- bacco Stake, $1,000.00.
2:20 Trot Carnation Cream Stake, $1,000.00.
2:13 Pace Moet & Chandon's White Seat
Champagne Stake, $1,000.00.
2:09 Pace Mitchell Wagon Stake, $1,000.00.
$1,500.00 for Base Ball.
$1,000.00 Fruit and Vegetable Exhibits.
Relay Races.
Race.
Ladles' Half-Mil- e

of development

j

1

$10,000 in Purses for Horse Races

BY THOS. W. LAWSON,

K

Annual!

Twesnty-Sixtf- o

r

DINING
SLEEPERS,
CARS, TOURIST CARS,
CHAIR CARS.

PULLMAN

On all

through trains. No tiresome
delays at any station.

For Illustrated advertising matter
or Information, address or apply to

S. K. HOOPER, G. P.
A. S. BARNEY, T. P.

8c
A..,

T. A.. Denver. Colo.
Santa Fe, New Mex.
H

Santa

Fe Central Railway System

SUNSHINE

ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.

Fast passenger and freight service. Steamship tickets to all part
of the World.
Connections at Torrance, N M., with the El Paso ft outhwestern,
and Chicago, Rock Island it Taciflc Railways. At Kennedy and 8 ant
Fe, N. M., with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe railway. At Bant
Fe with the Denver & Rio Grande railroad.
Special attention given to handling of passengers and freight.
Send your freight via the Chicago, Rock Island & Paclflo rail-

way, via Torrance, N. M.
Tour business respectfully solicited.
W. H. ANDREW8.
I. B. ORIM3HAW,
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Asst. to Pres. and Gen. Ufr.
FRANK DIBERT, Asst. Secy, and Treas.
A. fe. GRIMSHAW,
J. P. LYNG,
City Frt. and Pass. Agt.
Traveling Frt. and Pass. Art
SANTA FE, N. M.
GENERAL OFFICES

DO YOU KNOW

That the day of pianos uelng a luxury
has passed, and that they are now a
necessity. If you don't know It call
In at our store, examine our world-famoline of goods, and you will
then understand.
We are sole representatives of Chic
kerlna; & Sons. Everett. Kinihall and
nthPr well known mVpa
All pianos reduced In price for next
ten days.
THE WHITSON MUSIC CO.
114 South Second Street.
"My chihl was
burned terribly
about the face, neck and chest. 1
Dr. Thomas' Electric Oil. The
p:in ct'HSfd and the child sank into
a nstful sleep." Mrs. Nancy M. Han-toHamburg, X. Y.

c
0
8

Galveston's Sea Wall
makes life now as safe In that city as
on the higher uplands. E. W. Goodloe.
who resides on Dutton street, in
Waco, Tex., needs no sea wall for
safety. He writes: "I have used Dr.
King's New Discovery for consumption the past five years and it keeps
nie well and safe. Before that time
r.aa
i I
bad a cou8& wmcu lor
been growing worse, sow us gone.
Cures chronic coughs, la grippe, croup
whooping cough and prevents pneumonia. Pleasant to take. Every uot-tl- e
guaranteed at all druggists. Price
50c and II. Trial bottle free.
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Alt At One Time.
Inx of the privaiH I'.irts.
Kvrry hut U
The wedilinic bells are riimiiiK. t'i
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FOR SALE BY S. VAXX & SOX.
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TUESDAY, AUGUST 28,

ALBUQUERQUE

1908

--

ELKS OPERA HOUSE

A QUESTION !

At Philadelphia

"Lovers and Lunatics"
The Great Three Act Laugh Provoking Comedy
STRONG CAST OF CHARACTERS

Benefit of Highland Methodist Church
General Admission 50c, Reserved Seats 75c

Reserved Seats on Sale at Matson's After
Tuesday, August 28, 1906
arriving at a valuation of animals
killed. A apace is reserved for reply
to the question.
"Wliat disposition of rareass?" Recently a Jersey
heifer was killed, and in making out a
blank the brakeman filled out the
space opiosite the question above
stated, w ith the words: -- Kind and
gentle." He wonders why the report
came back for correction.
In

0OfO00
fK)00000
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R. H. E.

Chicago
Philadelphia
Batteries

i

Walsh
Coonihs eii,l Schreck.
At Washington

4

o

".

1

mid" Sullivan

;

R. H. E.

Washington
lu 16 2
Detroit
t 7 1
Batteries Falkenherg and Warner;
tHmomie r.nd Schmidt.

At New York
St. Louis
New YorK
Batteries Powell
and
Ches.'iro and KUlnow.
A; Huston

t leveland

l

3

o,

2

7

1

.

Postern

Batteries Beinhurd
and
Dineen, Harris and Carrigan.
National League.
At Chicago
Chicago
Boston

values commencing second year.
Cash or paid-u- p
insurance at end of 10,
period.
Total cost, age 23, only $4G.30.
Other amounts in same proportion.
For particulars address or see

R. H. E.
6 11
5 9

5
1

Clark;1

R. H. E.
5
2

8

1

4

5

r.

Batteries Overall and Moran; Dor-ne- r
and Needham.
At St. Louis
R. H. E.
St. Louis
.5 57 34
Brooklyn
. 2
Batteries Karger
and
Noonan;
Scanlon and Bergen
game
Second
R. H. E.

lxuis

St.

11
5 9

Room

or

13,

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Small Holding Claim,
(No. 701.)

5
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Dr. King's
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Blt-Erld-

Albuquerque Carriage Co
fcUHlNER

J
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OP FIRST STREET

Albuquerque

AND TIJERAS AVENUE.

Foundry and

Machine Works

r. P. MALL, Propria tor

Iron and Brasi Castings; Ore. Coal and Lumber Cars;
fcafllaa
Pulleys, Grade Bar, Babbit Metal; Colnmna and Iro Front
tmi
Buildings.
Kapmlr on Mining mnd mill Machlnary a paelalt
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albaqasrf , .

Give us your ROUGH DRY work,
and get Is back Wednesday.
Imperial Laundry Co.
Monday,

Illinois Central R,R.

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.

THE SHORT LINE
FROM

General Building Supplies

COLORADO

SCREEN DOORS
Both Phones

To

St. Paul, Minneapolis,

DuSutfi

Third and MarquctU

Lightning Hay Presses at Very Low Prices

AND THE NORTHWEST.

We have received a car load of Lightning presses and in order to aeU
them right out we will make a very low price, based on
spot cash cost to
us and car load height

OWE
To

boot-blac-

.

year

20

B. SCHWENTKER,

r

tm,K-.-

fully protects you as to quality. Ai to prices, you can't beat our. "on
ui.
same grade of goods.
Our repair ehop is in the bands of skilled men and Is equipped
witt
all necessary appliances for doing the highest grade of
oiv
bolstering, trimming and painting. Ring up, write or call repairing,

M ana tar tor Natv Maxlco and Mortharn Arizona
N. 1. Armijo itidg.
Write For Agency

'

.

bjJ

I2O0.00 per year for ten years In case of total disability.
$10.00 per week when disabled by accident.
$10.00 per week sick benefits.

O'Connor;

Sfrond

WITH EVERY VEHICLE WE SELL.
Any part failing
means of defective 4
material or workman- - A
chip will be mad rood
wunoui expense tou
owner, irrespective of

A $2,000.00 policy provides
S2.oiHi.00 in case of death.

R. H. E.

SEVZtt '

Guarantee

Mr. Wage Earner! What is your most valuable asset?
Is it not your time? When sick or disabled your
wages soon stop and expenses are increased. Insure
your time as well as your life in the Pacific Mutual

o
0

Department of the Interior, United
Brooklyn
m.,
Batteries Thompson, Brown and' o'ates lyanu umce, sama re,
August 25, 1906.
Noonan; Pastorious, Eason, Stricklett
Charles A. McFadden, with the SMALL RAILROAD
Siinta Ke at Oakland, Calif., is an Al- -j
NOTES FROM WINSLOW and Ritter
Notice Is hereby given that the folloPittshurg-Philadel
At Pittsburg
huquerque visitor.
From the Argus.
wing-named
claimant has filed notice
phla game postponed; rain.
of his intention to make final proof
Air brake instruction car No. 99.- Engineer J. J. Young, of the Santa
In support of his claim under sections
Ee, is preparing to build a plant, for 90t! has been here a lew days.
Western League
Engineer Chester Smith left for
At. Sioux City-Si- oux
R. H. E. 16 and 17 of the act of March 3, 1S91
the manufacture of ice, and a large
City
1
8 3 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by the
ice house, in the Covey addition, near Williams to take the local run.
A native fell from No. 2 in the yards Lincoln
4
8 2 act of February 21. 1893 (27 Stats.,
Raton.
the new school house,
m
m
'the other night and was slightly hurt Batteries Jarrott and Hess; Jones
lnat said proof win Do made
ad tne
of the Ixs on the head.
O. Meadows, trainmastf-Deiore
united states court
and Zinran.
Angeles division of the Santa Ee the
at Albuquerque, N.
At Omaha
Mrs. Win. Daze and daughter Marie,
R. H. E. commissioner
other day was presented with a beau- left for a six weeks' visit in Kent, Omaha
6,
on
1906,
October
viz.:
12 13 4 M.,
tiful gold watch by the employes In Ohio.
E.
administratChavez.
Pueblo
1 Manuel
4
8
the train service on that division.
Batteries
James Kiely, general foreman of the
Sanders and Bender; or of the estate of Antonio Jose
Chavez, deceased, for the small holdlocal round house and machine shop Morgan, Tonenian and Rennicker.
William Breen has resigned his po- left for California on a two weeks' vaAt Pes Moines
R, H. E. ing claim No. "01, Sec. 25, Twp. 7 N.,
sition as a machinist in the round cation.
Des Moints
2 8 7 R. 2 E.
house at Topeka. He expects to go
He names the following witnesses
Denver
Jimmy O'Conner, a
7
9 2
from
to work in the machine shop for a Chicago, fell off from a box car the
to prove his actual continuous adverse
Batteries
Manske
Wolfe;
and
short time, after which he will go to other morning wtiue in an epileptic fit Adams and Weigardt.
possession of said tract for twenty
Tueumcari, N. M., where he will work and sustained slight
years next preceding the survey of the
injuries.
for the El Paso & Northwestern
township, viz:
American Association
At Kansas City
Juan Apodaca, Valencia, N. M.;
tt H. Donart, the newly appointed UNIFORM ACCOUNTING PLAN
o 'Benito Armijo, Valencia, N. M.; Po-Kansas City
iigont of the Atchison, Topeka &Santa GOES INTO EFFECT THIS WEEK Columbus
licarpo Sanchez, Peralta, U. M.; Meli- Ee railway at the territorial capital,
The railroads, like the packers, are
S. Otero, Peralta, N. M.
At St. Paul
jton
was
Travelby
Friday
in
who
checked
discovering that they can do things St. Paul
Any person who desires to protest
3
ing Auditor R. W. Hoyt, has been for which they protested were not only lndianapolif
.
8, against the allowance of said proof,
six sears with the Santa Fe route. He impracticable, but impossible, while
At Minneapolis
or who knows of any substantial rea- was cashier for several years at Raton the rate legislation was pending in Minneapolis
4 son under the laws and regulations of
years
and the past two
has been stat congress. The meat packers have ivoulsville
why such
3 the Interior
department
ion agent at Lamy.
come down the tree, and are
At Milwaukee-Milwau- kee
proof should not be allowed will be
heartily
secretarywith
agri
the
of
given
4
an opportunity at the above- The Indian Territory
board of culture in getting ready
for the new j Toledo
mentioned time and place to eross-ex- i
equalization which ended Its work at order
of things when the meat insnec- amine the witnesses of said claimant.
Tula, fixed the assessment at IL50U tion law
goes into effect. Sat urday CURFEW LAW VERY EF- and to otter evidence in rebuttal of
oou, an increase of f 1,250,000 over last
Mr.
FECTIVE
Cockrell
com-tne
of
AT
i
BISBEE
interstate
mat submitted by claimant.
year. Of this amount $150,500 is merce
1 ne
every:
curfew
bell
is
ringing
aswas
commission
said
"
against the Frisco, Missouri Kansas s u red by the chairman that he subcom-- ; night now in Bisbee, Ariz.,
'
woe:
of
the
and
Register
and Texas, Midland Valley and Santa mittee of railroad men who
''('tide
boy
girl
or
the
roaming
have had
about
Fe railroads, which enter the city
,
Mrs.
charge
'he
in
No,
streets
sys-Bambini,
warn-after
its
a
parlors.
the
ominous
matter of uniform
at her
I
and until the last year paid no taxes tern of accounting
that the plan inK- It was not until the attention 209 West Railroad avenue, is p
a
be ready by the time the rail- - of the city fathers was called to the pared to give thorough ecatp treat-The gross earnings of the Southern
:iact mat boys offender age and even went, do nair dressing, trot corns.
and Union Pacific and the Santa Ee road rate law becomes operative.
There will be no reorganization of sirls still in knee dresses were gad- - bunions and Ingrowing nails. She
for July and the first two weeks of
August show an increase in the Cali the commission tomorrow at Wash ding about late at night and straying Elves massage treatment and manlcur- mem.ers irom ine patn oi rectitude that a halt lns- - Mrs. uamuinrs own preparation
fornia overland traffic; also in the ington, when the additional
f complexion cream builds tip the
state and coast business of the Santa will be installed. M- - Cockrell said was ordered. There had been an or- - 8k,n
and Improves the complexion,
thought tnat only Mr. Knapp, Mr. dinance In the city statutes in the
te and Southern Pacific, all of which he
in the opinion of the officials, reveals Lane and himself would be present nature of a curfew law for some years and 's guaranteed not to be injurious,
but it was not until recently that it Sne also prepares a hair tonic that
the business vitality of San Francisco when the new regime begins.
was ever enforced. The police have Pures and prevents dandruff and nair
In particular.
neen given Instructions to arrest any
A TRAMP GROUND TO
""B ut; restores me to aeaa nair;
'
General Manager Wells of the San
streets atter a removes moles, warts and superfluous
PIECES BY SANTA FE TRAIN
,
,
u ciock. nuen onenuers win be placed hair. Also a face powder, a freckle
ta Fe passfid through Kingman the
A tramp riding on
r
cure and pimple cure and pile cure.
in the city jail
other day, says the Miner. He stated on the ne-a- .engine on the
delayed ex parents come for and held until their All of theae preparations are pureiy
them.
The
enforce
that plans for the new depot at King cursion train that camethe
vegetable compounds. Have Just ad
'
man would be commenced soon. The ment was literally cutin Wednesday
" vtn-i-- J3W(I 18 lreaay ded
to NlPoe
a vibrator machine' for treatment
buildings to be of reinforced concrete
:
n "
(.lie
i, .
i
mil
hiifml ,f
n ,
of scalp, face and cure of wrinkles.
I,?;.
coclous
T."
Juveniles.
and nearly twice the size of the o.j thr
.
.
"'-- It is also used for rheumatism, pains
vto Iliac fiUL lUUfld uuu rail
depot building. The arcaitecture will from
a switch to the main track at LOCAL REPORTER
and massage
be mission style and will be quite Kiowa. Kansas,
says the Roswell RecINJURED IN BISBEE
handsome.
ord. When the l)dv was nicked nn
In Self uefense
a
has been received in Santa
W
Ilamm, editor and manager of
Foreman W. H. Brlding, of the uom legs were found to have beeniFe of a serious accident which imfn Major
and the head cut almost in Jesse Goode, former reporter on the the Constitutionalist, Emmlnence, Ky.,
round house, has returned to the city severed
when he was fiercely attacked, four
from a visit east, accompanied by a twain from top to liottom, one side New Mexican, who now has a siml- - years
ago, by piles, bought a box of
the face being missing. His Identi lar position on the Bisbee Miner. Ac- Mr.
Bridings matrimonii of
bride.
Bucklen's
Arnica Salve, of
ty
was
he
not
up
discovered
to
time
the
cording.
to
advices Mr. Goode
was
venture was somewhat of a surprise
'L vu,e0 me "
ana
train left for Roswell.
n,. iuistts- S;,rnr,li.
Ithrown from n hor
......
to his many friends here, who theWhen
nn
trnntile nlnce
Quickest healer of
train ran into the cars, now in a hospital at Bisbee suffering
thought him too much of a staid old there was the
burns, sores, cuts and wounds. 25e
smash-uthat caused con- irom concussion of the brain. He Is at
bachelor to think of anything of tne siderable awreckage.
all druggists.
The three Ikix said to be seriously injured. While
kind. The young lady was Miss Cora cars were
Weaver of Sterling, 111., Mr. Briding's gine, thoughdemolished. The head en- the accident is a serious one it is not
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
not broken up to any ex- necessarily
fatal,
the many BREAD and take no other.
former home.
tent, was put out of commission. The menus or ine young and
man hope Tor his
engineer
fireman
and
of
says:
SuperinEye
en
The Needles
the front
speedy and complete recovery.
jumped
and saved
tendent John Denair passed through gine
, themselves.!
..
.
1,
'I
.1. I ... L
nil
The End of The World
np
Barstow t'he first of the week on his amiouKH uoin wtre crippled
as a
f troubles that robbed E. H. Wolfe.
and CURE
way from Soutnern California to San result ot tne jump, It took nine hours
LUNC8
Cear Grove, la., of an usefulness.
Francisco.
He stopped at Barstow to clear the track and that was whati
long enough to get in touch with the caused the train to be so much later eame when Le began taking Electric
WITH
local washout conditions and passed than was reported. It arrived in Ros- - P1116' He writes: "Two years go
kla"ney
suff-anwell
trouble
me
o
four
great
caused
at
clock Thursday morning
comment toat it would take days bewas so late into Carlsbad it conld er,n' nlch I would never have sur-no- t
fore the tracks were passable and
1
vlved
ha1
not
get
taken Electric
even then he underestimated it alback as the north bound train
though later washouts made the de!' er8- They a,s cured me of general
until 11:10 a. ra
0NSUMPTI0N
Price
i he ..excursion
&ure cure ror " stomach,
lays greater.
train consisted of .
0UGH8and
60c 11.00
ana
FORfJ
Kianey
discomplaint, blood
eleven coaches and tbey were well iivt
OLDS
Fret TriaL
The New Mexican Saturday, says: filled witn i rospectors. The Walker eases, headache, dizziness end weakThe Santa
branch train & Davisson comnanv hna fn,i.iufn ness or bodily decline. Price 60c. Guarfor all
Surest
Cur
and
ttuickest
anteed by all druggists.
scheduled to leave here at 8:50 p. m., prospectors, not counting their iwn-- i
THROAT and LUNG TROUBwas annulled tor some reason or other Other companies have not
LES, or MONEY BACK.
reiiorted.
Citizen Want ads bring results.
last night, and some twenty people
'
who went to the depot intending to
leave on it were disappointed.
The
branch train instead of leaving on its
afternoon trip at 4:20 did not pull out
until 7:1a o'clock, and instead of com-- !
uiR unen leinaiiien ai i.aniy for
wltn through trains Nos. 7
ana 8.
I
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American League.

Thursday Evening, August 30, 1906

TOPICS

v

EVENING CITIZEN.

CHICAGO,

MINNEAPOLIS,
ST. PAUL, FORT DODGE,
WATERLOO, DUBUQUE, GALENA,
FREEFORT,
ROCKFORD.
The finest train service to t'he above
points; also to New Orleans, Memphis, Vicksburg,
Evansvlllo, Ind.;
Nashville, Tenn.; Atlanta, Ga.; Jacksonville, Fla., and all other points in
the south and southeast.
Ticket Office, 805 Ceventeenth St.,
Denver, Colo. Phone, Main 1125.
JAMES CULTON,
Commercial Agt

WRITE TO US AT ONCE.

J.

KORBER

&

Wholesale and Retail, Albnqnerqng

CO.,

PIONEER BAKERY

BALLING, Proprietor.
(Successor to Balling Bros.)

SIMON
WEDDING

CAKES

WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

SPECIALTY.

A

We desire patronage and we guarantee first class baking.
207 South First Street, Albuquerque.

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE, NEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.

At Consistent
Prices

j j j

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND TRANSFER STABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought and Ex- PAINTS, OILS, VARNISHES AND
changed.
BRUSHES.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CJITY
Leather, Harness,
Saddles, Lap
Second Street, between Railroad and Dusters, Whips, Axle Oils, etc. Pal
Copper Avenue.
metto Roof paint; lasts five years and
stoim leaks. Cash paid for Hides and
Pelts.
THIRD STREET
408 WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE.

Thos. F. Keleher

Meat Market

All

U. A. SLEYSTER

Kindt of Fresh and Salt Meats.
Steam Sausage Factory,

T. A.

UP TO DATE SIGNS
208 WE8T SILVER AVENUE.

W. E. MAUGER

WOOL

INSURANCE,

REAL ESTATE-NOTA- RY
PUBLIC.
EMIL KLEINWORT.
Room 6, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Masonic Building, North Third Street.
Automatic Telephone, 174.

L. H. SHOEMAKER

THE CELEBRATED

:

O. F. O.
WHISKEY

General Repair Shop.

Furniture packed and crated; gaso
lino and gas stove

with Raaoe

Third street.

0. W. Strong's Sons

Mauger.

Office, 115 North

First 8t.

ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.

RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE
LOANS.
Automatic phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Armijo Building.

7

A. E. WALKER,

8TRONQ BLOCK.

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

&

TOTI A GRADI
Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines, Liquors
and Clgara. Place your order foa
this line with us.
NORTH THIRD STREET.

Next to Walton's drug store, Bout

Bottled In Bond.

riRE

INSURANCE.

Distillers.
FRANKFORT. KY.

Secretary Mutual Building Lsaoel
tlon. Office at 217 West RaUros4

UNDERTAKERS

MELINI & EAKIN

Superintendents
Falrrlew
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.

Sole Agents.

Albuquerque, N. M.
Automatic Phone,

repaired.

LUCERO

avenue.

M.

and

MONUMENTS

199.

N. Second 8L, Beta Phone.

201-21- 1

mmamammwamnaammmammaamaaamm

i

DRAGOIE

Dealer In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
Groceries, Clgara and Tobacco, ami
All Kinds of Fresh Meat.
200 North Broadway, corner of Wai
Ington
I
avenue, Albuquerque, N. Ml.

s

W. A. Gorman arrived in Raton to
up the work of his new position

take

as general freight and passenger
agent of tne Mt. lxims, Rocky Moun
tain & Pacific Railway company, with
Headquarters at Raton. Mr. Gorman
was formerly with the freight department of the Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul Railway company. Mr. Gorman expects to reside in Raton permanently, and Is hulking for comfortable quarters for his family, consist
ing of his w ife and four children, who
are still in Chicago.
City Passenger "and Ticket Agent
.1. P. I.yng,
of the Santa Fe Central
Railway, a
the territorial capital,
made a trip a few days ago over the
line to Torrance. He reports that he
found
conditions very sa'isfaetory,
the farmers and ranchers being encouraged over the outlook. In the
Estancia valley he says 'he towns
along the line are booming, particularly Estancia, Willard, Moriany ami Mcintosh. At Fstam ia lie found several
business hoih.es ami dwi Dings going
up. Willard will soon have a bank
and it is rumored ih;u a wool scouring iilam will aiso be bii'lt '!' r.. in
'he not far distant future.
"KIND AND GENTLE '
WAS THE HEIFER
hey're telling a good one on a it-'Sant i Fe brakeman. who has a
run between San Bernardino and San
Jacin'o. Tlie company suppl es trainmen with blanks upon which to jot,
down information respecting damage
to cattle along the road to be used
1
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Its Location
BILtN

TO HELEN, N,

OwO0COOKOC
KwO0KK0000w
A Railway Center

ML

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

IS 31 MII.KS SOUTH OF ALBL'QL'ER-SU- S,
11. M., AT THE JUNCTION OK THE MAIN'

tlfl OF THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADING
1 1ST AND WEST FROM CHICAGO,
KANSAS
CITY, GALVESTON AND POINTS EAST TO SAN
FRANCISCO,
I.OS ANGELES, AND FROM THE
EASTERN AND NORTHERN STATES TO EL
PASO AND TEXAS.
1.000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, 2Z
140 FEET, LAID OUT WITH IIROAD 80 AND
STREETS, WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE.
WITH HEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK
AND GRAND
OLD SHADE
TREES; PUBLIC
SCHOOL HOUSE. COSTING $lfi,(i00; CHURCHES;
COMMERCIAL
CLUB; A POPULATION' OF 1,500
PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE MERCANTILE ESTABLISHMENTS; THE HELEN PATENT ROLLER
MILL, CAPACITY 150 BARRELS DAILY : LARGE
WINERY; THREE HOTELS. RESTAURANTS. ETC.
HELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR
U't'OL, FLOUR. WHEAT. WINE, BEANS AND HAY
ril CENTRAL NEW MEXICO. ITS IMPORTANCE
4H A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IN
ini! HEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE ESTIMATED.

I

r

I

Km

ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL CO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.

The Belen Town and Improvement

THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER
OF THE CITY. WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM
IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR
GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN
HOTEL AND A GOOD,

Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

S,

The Belen Town and

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE IX3W AND
TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT;
WARRANTY
DEEDS.
PURCHASE
S
MONEY CASH.
MAY REMAIN ON
NOTE. WITH MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE
YEAR, WITH 8 PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.

Im-

ONE-THIR-

D

TWO-THIRD-

provement Co.

JCiooooeoofooocosotooi
WIOiOtOfO0000ViOvt

JOHN BECKER,

'rST
na"3
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Pies.

"rSf?"
TP

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAI'S AND PRICES, IF
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS,

WM. BERGER.
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ALBUQUERQUE

fAGE EJiHT.

havln
rln
summer,

LOCAL AND

PERSONAL

.1

WEATHER INDICATIONS.
Generally fair tonight and

School! Shoes!

Shaw of Wand
are registered at. the Alvarado.
Attorney K. W. Pobson was a pas
senger for Santa Fe Hits morning.
Uuls Mcllae left last night for Tiis
footin the vicinity of Magdalen.
good
reliable
ranch
you
offer
and
trade
your
We want
Bert M. Casley, the Insurance agent,
that
it
use
hard
the
wear. The kind that will stand
Is on a visit to the northern territorial
town 8.
looking
neat
and
fit
good
A
to.
put
be
to
is sure
John McCrea was at Estancla a few
styles. Lowest prices consistent with these qualities.
days last week on business and pleasure.
Your money back if you are not satisfied.
Charles Kelnken of the John Becker
company of Belen Is In the city on
e business.Hughes, extensive wool buyer
Ixvl
of Santa Fe, was here yesterday on
business.
Mrs. Geo. ri. Froast of South Third
box
calf
calf,
Kangaroo
Vici kid, box calf or patstreet has returned from a visit to a
sister at Topeka.
or colt skin uppers, strong
ent kid uppers, light, medhas reMrs. John Motzenbacker
ium or heavy soles.
soles, full length vamps.
turned from a visit to frlend3 at Mor-lartTorrance county.
5 TO 8 85c TO $t.50.
Charles Peterson, representing the
TO 12 $1.00 TO $1.75
8'2 TO 11 $1.00 TO $185
J. H. .Steam Grocery company of Las
13 TO 2 $1.15 TO $2.25
Vegas, was here yesterday on busi11'8 TO 2 $1.25 TO $2.25
ness.
2' TO 6 $1.75 TO $2.50
2'a TO 52 $1.40 TO $2.50
Mrs. Frank McKee has returned
from a short visit to Washington, D.
C, where she went to place her son
In school.
SAUCES AND CONDIMENTS.
Triple Link Rebecca Lodge No. 10
will meet this evening at 8 o'clock at
When purchased at F. F. Trotter' I. O. O. F. hall. All members lire urgrocery store, arc sure to bring the ged to attend.
The Ladies' guild of St. John's
right flavor to all dishes Into which
church will meet at the Guild hall to
they enter. This Is because we al- morrow at 8 p. m. All members are
ways procure the best manufactured. requested to attend.
The Misses Jennie aud Florence
We find out first what brands are reliable and personally guarantee them. Gavin are expected home tomorrow
from a month's visit to friends In Kentucky and Ohio.
Chas. A. Wright of the Alvarado
curio rooms, has gone to El Paso on
business. Mr. Wright will visit Mexico before returning.
Mr. and Mrs. Smeodick of 420 West
Nos. 118 and 120 South 8econd street Coal avenue, are enjoying a visit from
VU'Wi'i'
their daughter, Mrs. A. Swanson,
Aguas Calientes, N. M.
A large number of city people went
T. Y. MAYNARD
GEO. W. HICKOX.
to Isleta on the flyer today to witness
the Indian dance that is taking place
tnere this evening.
DURING THE DULL SEASON IS WHEN WE HAVE THE TIME TO
for
John Belknap, superintendent
REPAIR TOUR WATCH OR CLOCK, AND GIVE IT THE CLOSthe American Lumber company, Is in
CALL
WILL
RENO
AND
UP
WE
US
AND
BEST ATTENTION.
EST
the city from the company's logging
camps in the Zunl mountains.
FOR THE CLOCK. WATCHES ENTRUSTED TO OUR CARE ARB
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Rosenwald, who
WOivK
OUT
ON
FROM
NIGHT.
PLACED IN 'iHE VAULT EVERT
have !een over in Europe the past
OF TOWN, WE PAT EXPRESS CHARGES ONE WAf. TRT US.
year, have reached New York, and
will be In Albuquerque shortly.
Deputy United States Marshals
Hickox-Maynar- d
Kaseman and Forbes returned this
morning, the former from Las Cruces
New Mexico's Leading Jewelers
and the latter from Alamogordo.
M. Freudenthal,
SOUTH 8ECOND STREET.
proprietor of the
THE ARCH FRONT.
Don Bernardo hotel of Las Cruces,
has returned to the territory from a
pleasure trip to the Pacific coast.
Joseph blansky, the ladles' tailor,
has returned from a vacation from
business In the east and will reopen
for business la the Barnett building.
Miss Neille Brewer, daughter of the
well known insurance adjuster, leaves
Fourth and! Railroad Avenoe
tonight for a visit to friends in Los
Angeles end the California coast
Mr. and Mrs.

VV.

B.

Boys Shoes

Girls Shoes

tallcn there during the
making grass and water plentiful. Bastwew gets Its name from us
location. From it Is to he had a view
of the entire Kstancla plains, which
stretch .or nlxty miles east of the
Manzanos.
8treet Commissioner Tierney ha
gang a' work every
his
day nowadays clearing the streets of
this pest, .isnroad avenue has been
swept clean of wotds and the gang
was working today on Third street.
Cru
Judge Frank W. I'arker of
ces passed through the city this morn
ing en route to Santa Ft to attend supreme court, which met there today.
Judge Parker was accompanied by H.
of Dona
B. Holt, district attorney
Ana county.
Hon. J. M. Sandoval and Ignaclo Gutierrez, two prominent, citizens or Las
Corrales, are In the city talking politics. Mr. Gutierrez nays everything In
Sandoval county, at present, is quite,
but he looks for a lively election In
November.
D. S. Rosenwald, the secretary of
tho New .Mexico Jerritorlal fair, is
busily engaged these days fixing up a
pretty home on west Copper avenue.
He says he is counting the days and
hopes to finish the count In about six
weeks from today.
Mrs. Ma M. Dye and Mr. Arthur
Stewart have stolen a march ou their
friends and are on a surprise wedding
trip to Albuquerque, whore they will
be married tomorrow. Trinidad Advertiser. Mr. Stewart is an engineer
on the oanta Fe, running out of RaWeed-cuttin-

at 314 WEST RAItl?OADAiE.ft

ra

F. F. TROTTER

The

f

'

t
i
t

Co.

GO.

HARDWARE

ALBUQUERQUE

2,

A. SIssoms has purchased lots 1 and
block 15, In the University Heights

audition, ana intends erecting thereon
a couple of residences at some future

HARDWARE.

HARNESS
SADDLES
CHINA
GLASSWARE
PLUMBING

TINNIN3

HARDWARE

ALBUQUERQUE

GO.

Fourth and Railroad Avenue

If'rj

THE

ITT

E

Diamond

Palace

RAILROAD AVE.

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware.
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

J

4

We Invite

date.
Reserved seats for "Lovers and
Lunatics" show on at the Elks' the
ater Thursday night, were placed on
sale this morning at Matson's store
and went off like hot cakes.
Miss Manwarin, who has been a
saleslady at the Globe store, antici
pates leaving on Friday for Newkirk,
Okla., where she will spend tho coming winter with friends.
Nicholas Abdalla, the general mer
chant at Lemitar, Socorro county, who
spent a few days at Coyote mineral
springs, 1s in the city and will return
to h.s home, south, this evening.
R. F. Helier, the Cabezon merchant
and sheep raiser, is in the city buying
supplies. Mr. Heller says that the
Cabezon country will furnish a largo
number of visitors to the approaching
fair.
H. F. Bogh, who will be remembered
as a former bookkeeper for the Albu
querque Water Supply company, has
returned to tho city from Pennsyl
vania, where he was In business the
past few years.
"Doc" Bledsoe, who has been seriously ill the past few weeks with typhoid fever, is getting along nicely
and his attending physician hopes to
have him up and down town among his
many friends in a short time.
B. B. Spencer, gei eral merchant
.vl.,
and postmaster at East view,
one of the most picturesque spots on
the east side of the Manzano mountains. Is in the city buying supplies,
Mr.
accompanied by his daughter.
Spencer says that the Easiview country is In fine condition, considerable

J"'JJJ'JJJ...J...
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ICE CREAM

We are displaying the SPECIAL DERBY and

g

For grain sacks, ail sizes.

on will call for them.

o

DO IT NOW. 8TOCK THAT COAL
NEXT WINTER.
FOR
SUMMER
PRICES FOR THE MONTH OF AUGUST ONLi. W. H. HAHN & CO.

Our ROUGH DRV work don't have
to be washed over. Imperial Laundry
Co.

We do it right.
Imperial Laundry Co.

r 19

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

JL

J.

22

econd

WALKOVER SHOES

PARAGON TROUSZR8

j

H

&

tt

J

v

t,

ROUGH

v

on sale this week

for School
Fine Suits
Fine Shoes

50CthneSI,00

Put your boy in a
pair of our wear de-

Just shipped from

fying DouglasSchool
Shoes, and watch

DRY.

APPLES WITH NO SEEDI NO
COREI TREES FOR SALE. N. W.
ALGER. 124 SOUTH WALTER ST.
ALBUQUERQUE.

New York in time for
school opening..
Every kind and style
immaginable.

I
have Just returned from my
vacation and will be In my office in
the Barnett Building. C. H. Conner,
M. D., D. O. Specialty Osteopathy.

them wear worth
$3.00 but sell at

2.50

30 cts.

THE HIGHLAND LIVER
BAM BROOK BRO., Prop.

LIVERY AND BOARDING STABLE
SADDLE HORSES SPECIALTY.
A.
J. Maloy and The
Herman Blueher,
"Sadie" for mountain parties and
Mellton Chaves, jury commissioners
special rates on week days.
at
for Bernalillo county, are making a Auto Phone 604.
No. 112 John St.
list from which will be drawn, within
the next few days, a Jury for tje approaching term of district court. The
Bernalillo fall term begins on Septemat the
ber 17.
Champion Grocery and Meat Market
Aug. Koch of St. Louis Is In the city
Cor. Seventh and Tijeras
and will probably remain here in the A choice line of Imported Goods DiCongressnephew
a
of
future. Ho is
rect from Italy.
mi nwmsmateaMmaismatamtammmtstmamesamtmi
gwrwai tiu
man Bartboldt, of Mfssourl, chairman
THE BEST LUCCA OLIVE
buildings
appropriations.
we handle the best
of the public
The young gentleman brought wltn meats and a full line of choice groand
him a leter of introduction to Senator ceries.
W. H. Andrews.
LOMMORI & MATTEUCCI.
United States Attorney W. H. H.
Llewellyn Is in the city from Las CruTICKETS BOUGHT. SOLD
ces, counseling with his first assistAND EXCHANGED
ant, E. L. Medl-erpreparatory to entering on the arduous work of the fall
Association Of flea
terms of Lnlted States court, the first
Transactions
Up-to-Da- te
of which win begin shortly in Santa
Guaranteed
Fe.
IIBW.R.R, Ave Next Door First National Bank
Dr. F. A. JoneB, the mining engi- ROSENHEIM'S,
20S Wast Cold Avenua
neer, was a passenger for Santa Fe
this morning. After transacting busi
ness In the capital, Dr. Jones will go
to Cerrillos to spend a month examin
In
ing the Cunningham Gulch placers,
which are under lease by the Gold
Coin Mining company.
Miss Margaret Ingram, the oookkeeper at C. A. Hudson's paint store,
resigned her position and left Sunday
night for lx3 Angeles, where she will
reside in the future, her brother, Sam
uel Ingram, being located in that city.
Her position at Hudson's Is now occu
pied by Miss Margaret Maher.
Mrs. J. F. Luthy ana daughter. Miss
Stella, and son. after a sojourn of a
couple of months in southern California, have returned to tho city and the
many friends of the young lady will
te ipJeased to learn that the lower al
titude of the Pacific coast was of
115
great benefit to Mls3 Stella's health
AUTOMATIC
PHONE 940
COLORADO PHONE 74
Chas. Cordova, a graduate of the
Menaul Presbyterian school for bovs,
left this morning for Greenville, Tenn.,
to enter the Greenville Presbyteian
college.
At Las Vegas Mr. Cordova
will bo joined by Clifford Perea and
We guarantee quality and prices to be right try some Diamond Edge Tools and
A. Lucero, two other graduates of the
Minaul school who are going to GreenCutlery they give satisfaction
ville college. A fourth graduate of
tne .Uenaul school, James Gonzales
has entered the New Mexico univer Hmmu
ton.

per pair

each

JUST RECEIVED

SIMON STERN,
The Railroad Avenue Clothier

Furniture, Stoves, Dishes

Enamelware

AT SPECIAL PRICES

R.R.

I

-

Speelman

'

&

Zearing

Furniture Dealers

1

ff you are In need of anything

Hardware, Ice Cream Freezers, High Grade
Enamelware, Pocket Knives, Crockery, Tinware, etc., call on

MM IEIE &EVUMIUJ

LEW

NORTH FIRST STREET

Slty.

The New Mexican says: H. G. Bui
lard of Albuquerque was the soloist
Sunday during the services at the
Presbyterian church in Santa Fe. Mr
uuiiard has a ricu baritone voice
which he knows how to use effective
iy. His selection, Gounod's "Forever
with the Lord," was superbly rendered and greatly appreciated by the con
gregaiion. Mr. Bullard is temporarily
in charge of the Capital Coal yards,
and it is with regret that his friends
in Santa Fe learn that his stay nere
is oniy or snort duration
it is poor business policy to sell
cheap, shoddy school Bhoes. We
therefore do not handle this kind, but
make it a point to sell only solid, reliable footwear.
We stand back of
and guarantee every pair that goes
out of our store to give satisfaction.
Prices are the lowest consistent with
goffh quality.
We shall be pleased to
have you call and examine our stock.
C. May's Shoe Store, 314 West Railroad avenue.
CARD OF THANKS.

We wish to thank our neighliors
and other friends for the manifest in
terest and sympathy shown In the
sickness and subsequent death of our
daughter, Mrs. Mamlo
.MH. AND MRS. A.

HATCH.

The ladies" Aid society of the First
Methodist KpUcopal church will serve
one of their famous chicken dinners
on Thursday of fair week.
o
TOO LATE FOR CLASSIFICATION
A ljoy tor general
store
"Asitu
work. The Maze.
NEW YORK CITY.
The following letter from Major J.
u.
me
manager,
m'iis no further comment:
me
great pleasure to state
"It gives
thai 1 consider Mr. Minor C. Baldwin
the greatest master of tho organ now
in the profession."
J. It. Pond.
Mr. Minor C. Baldwin will be beard
at the Presbyterian church Thursday,
September 6.

Gold puiut

4

School
Gaps

wag-

E. W, Fee, 602

South First street. Both phones.
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
BREAD and take no ether.
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Whitney Company

Alaska Refrigerators,
i
White Mountain Freezers,
Blue Flame OH Stoves,
Gasoline Stoves.
Lawn and Garden Tools
Wholesale Distributers: McCormick Mowers, Rakes and Harvesting Machinery. Birdsell Wagons, Mead Hay Presses.
Winchester Rifles, Shot Guns and Ammunition.
113, U5,

it 7

South First Sireet

40 J, 403 North First Street

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
OO
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MclNTOSH HARDWARE COMPANY
Successors to E. J. POST

M
M

& COMPANY

Sole Agents for the BURLINGTON OUTING BASKETS

ooooooooooooo

See Display

THE MAZE
10c

in
OurWindow

high grade lead pencils
5c
li)c to I20c
Whisk brooms
$1.35 to $4.50
lied comforts
All wool blankeU
$3.00 to $12.00
40c to $3.00
l.are curtains
lot our prices ou school books.
45c
Wizard Oil
43c
Syrup of Figs
30c
I'astorla
HOc
Horllek's Malted Milk
3uc
Cartleld tea
THE MAZE
Wm. Kieke, Propr.

Mm I

FEE'S GOOD COLD ROOT BEER.
WALTON'S DRUG STORE.
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
BREAD and take no other.

ALBUQUERQUE,

2

Watt Cold

Our

Other things too
for the boys

Boys'

CASH

BLAME THE COAL MAN
HAVE TO SHIVER NEXT
STOCK
YOUR
WINTER.
COAL
NOW. W. H. HAHN & CO.

S4.00
3.00

30 Dozen

to raise funds with which to buy a
new aitar ror me uermsn i.umeran
church. Ice cream and cake, 15 cents.
Cars stop in front of the bouse. Round
trip tickets for one fare may be secured at Westerfeld's cigar store.

DON'T
IF YOU

FEDORA, for Autumn. This is the
most nobby hat on the market. Price
STETSON DERBY
YOUNG'S DERBY

SOCIAL.

Ice cream social Tuesday evening,
August 28, at Albers' dairy, old town,

wen-Kno-

mm

TUESDAY, AUGUST 28, 190.
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215 West Rallroao Avenue
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